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The new observations of Herb, Kerst, Parkinson and
Plain and of Heydenburg, Hafstad and Tuve are analyzed.
No definite indication of a p wave anomaly or higher phase
shifts is found. The s wave anomaly is the major effect
observed. The phase shift Xo responsible for it is compared
with theoretical expectation using potentials which are
constant (except for their Coulombian part) within dis-
tances 0.75, 1, 1.25 in units e'/mc'=2. 81)&10 " cm. The
first of these gives a too rapid and the last a too slow varia-
tion of XD with energy. The interaction radius e'/mc'
agrees with experiment much better than the others. The
potential energy giving the best agreement with experi-
ment, when superposed on the Coulomb energy within this
distance, is determined within a few tenths of a percent
and is 11,3 Mev. The Gauss error potential Ae " with
n=16 and with 9&(10» cm as the unit of length gives a
too slow variation of Xo with E. Experiment agrees de-
cidedly better with a~20. An over-all fit can be obtained
with a =21.6, A =51.4 mc2. The shortening of the range of
force is about the same as that previously suggested by
Rarita and Present from calculations on the binding energy
of H~. This is surprising since the discovery of the electric

quadrupole moment of H' necessitates a revision of binding
energy calculations. Conclusions about the range of force
derivable from proton-proton scattering experiments are
shown to be sensitive to a possible velocity dependence of
the nuclear potential. The proton-proton and proton-
neutron forces in 'S states are compared and it is found
that for both types of potentials the proton-proton inter-
action is less by approximately two percent. This difference
is definitely outside the probable errors in the scattering
experiments and is not very sensitive to velocity dependence.

The absence of p wave anomalies in the data from 1830
to 2400 kev is not sufficiently clear cut to claim a definite
disagreement with Feenberg's inequality derived from
saturation requirements with exchange forces. The eEects
expected are close to the consistency of the measurements.

The paper includes formulas and tables for the. calcula-
tion of anomalies due to phase shifts, discussions of geo-
metrical corrections and of some of the eEects of experi-
mental errors on the conclusions. Some of the features that
may be learned by extensions to higher and lower energies
are pointed out. An outline is given in the introduction.

I. INTRoDUcTIoN

i~i BSERVATIONS on the anomalous scatter-
ing of protons by protons have been made

by Wells, ' White, ' by Tuve, Heydenburg and
Hafstad, ' by Hafstad, Heydenburg and Tuve, 4

by Herb, Kerst, Parkinson and Plain' and by
Heydenburg, Hafstad and Tuve. ' The present
paper concerns itself with the interpretation of
the experiments paying special attention to the
results obtained in the two recent papers just
mentioned. The data of Herb et al. extend the
knowledge of the scattering to an energy of 2.4
Mev for the incident protons. These observations
as well as the new measurements of Heydenburg,

* Now at Princeton University.' W. H. Wells, Phys. Rev. 47, 591 (1935).
2 M. G. White, Phys. Rev. 47, 573 (1935).
'M. A. Tuve, N. P. Heydenburg and L. R. Hafstad,

Phys. Rev. 49, 402 (1936); 50, 806 (1936).
4L. R. Hafstad, N. P. Heydenburg and M. A. Tuve,

Phys. Rev. 51, 1023 (1937); 53, 239 (1938).' R. G. Herb, D. W. Kerst, D. B. Parkinson and G. J.
Plain, Phys. Rev. 55, 603(A) (1939). Also paper in this
issue. Referred to as HKPP in text.

'N. P. Heydenburg, L. R. Hafstad and M. A. Tuve,
Phys. Rev. 55, 603(A) (1939).Referred to as HHT in text.
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Hafstad and Tuve have been made with im-
provements in technique which resulted in a
high degree of internal consistency, The analysis
of the observations made below indicates a high
accuracy in the values of the phase shift Eo
responsible for the s wave scattering anomaly
recorded in Tables XI, XII and plotted in Figs.
6 and 7. The values obtained in the two labora-
tories join smoothly at the energy 860 kev for
the data of Herb et al. and 867 kev for the data
of Tuve et al.

The extension of the energy region to 2400 kev
made by Herb and collaborators enables one to
determine an average range for the nuclear force
responsible for the s wave anomaly. An over-all
fit between 800 and 2400 kev makes an accuracy
of 5 percent seem possible. A "square well"
potential with a width e'/mc' and a depth
D=10.52 Mev represents this region quite well.
For the Gauss error potential an over-all fit from
670 kev to 2392 kev is obtained for Ae "' with
A =51.44, 0.=21.59 in nuclear units. Fits made
with the Gauss error potential to different parts
of the experimental curve vary by amounts
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illustrated in Table XIX which indicate 20 as
the lower limit and 24 as the upper limit for n.
Rarita and Present~ have found it necessary to
use a range corresponding to about +=20 in

order to account for the binding energy of H'.
They pointed out that with such a range the
mass of He' should be expected to be smaller than
the experimental value. The work of Margenau
and Warren and Margenau and Tyrrell~ has
made it doubtful to what extent a shorter range
is called for by the binding energy of H' since the
dif6culty according to them can be partly
removed by suitable adjustments of the param-
eter g entering into the expression for nuclear
forces. The new proton-proton scattering experi-
ments show, however, that the range of force
cannot be supposed to correspond to o.=16 as
long as the interaction potential is supposed to be
independent of velocity. It is surprising that the
value obtained for n is so close to that obtained
by Rarita and Present~ from the binding energy
of H' since this value gives a too small mass of
He4. The discovery of the electric quadrupole
moment of H' recently made by Rabi and co-
workers makes the meaning of these binding
energy calculations rather doubtful since the 'S
states are mixed with 'D~. The effect of couplings
of the (o &r) (e&r) type which are demonstrated by
the quadrupole moment has been already con-
sidered for the position of the 'S and 'S terms in

the deuteron~ and even for the relatively small
magnitudes expected from relativistic consider-
ations appreciable effects have been obtained.
Larger effects should follow from the mesotron

'W. Rarita and R. D. Present, Phys. Rev. 51, 788
(1937); H. Margenau and D. T. Warren, Phys. Rev. 52,
790 (1937); 52, 1027 (1937); W. A. Tyrrell, Jr., and H.
Margenau, Phys. Rev. 53, 939(A) (1938); H. Margenau
and W. A. Tyrrell, Phys. Rev. 54, 422 (1938); W. Rarita
and Z. I. Slawsky, Phys. Rev. 54, 1053 (1938).

8 I. I. Rabi, J. R. Zacharias, N. F. Ramsey, Jr. , and
J. M. B. Kellogg 55, 595(A) (1939); J. M. B. Kellogg,
I. I. Rabi, N. F. Ramsey, Jr., and J. R. Zacharias, Phys.
Rev. 55, 318 (1939).'S. S. Share and G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 52, 546 (1937);
G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 51, 248 (1937); 54, 153 (1938). First
a priori introduction of (e~r)(e2r) terms for nuclear forces
apart from magnetic eEects was made by Wheeler, Phys.
Rev. 50, 643 (1936). See also E. Wigner Phys. Rev. 51,
106 (1937).The existence of the quadrupole moment as an
eR'ect of these terms and other interesting effects have been
discussed by J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. SS, 235 (1939).
Chicago meeting American Physical Society, November
25, 1938.

theory" and the connection of the range of force
with binding energies is decidedly an open one.
On the other hand, the 'S state remains un-

coupled to the others" so that this interaction
can be investigated independently with the
proton-proton and with the slow neutron-proton
scattering experiments.

On the other hand, the scattering experiments
do not give a unique answer to the question of
range because of the possibility of velocity de-
pendence. "It will be seen at the end of the paper
that changes of the order of 1 ~ 6 percent of the
depth of the potential well through an energy
region of 2.4 Mev for incident protons would

account for the observations using an old
fashioned range of o.= 16. The mesotron. theories
of nuclear forces in their usual form involve the
arbitrary feature of "cutting off" which presum-

ably introduces errors regarding velocity de-
pendence since the relative importance of 1ong

and short wave-lengths is different for collisions
with different energies of relative motion. This
point is doubtless speculative and controversial
but it was thought of interest to see in a purely
empirical manner to what extent conclusions
about range are affected by the introduction of a
velocity dependence.

The saturation and stability arguments with

exchange forces have led Feenberg" to the
establishment of a lower limit for the repulsion
in the 'P state which should cause a small scat-
tering anomaly to appear at two Mev. Here again
the existence of the electric quadrupole of the
deuteron changes the situation. The assumption
regarding the possibility of representing nuclear

"H. Yukawa, Proc. Phys. Math. Soc. Japan 1T, 48
(1935); H. Yukawa and S. Sakata, Proc. Phys. Math.
Soc. Japan 19, 1084 (1937); H. Yukawa, S. Sakata and
M. Taketani, Proc. Phys. Math. Soc. Japan 20, 319 (1938);
H. Yukawa, S. Sakata, M. Kobayasi and M. Taketani,
Proc. Phys. Math. Soc. Japan 20, 720 (1938);N. Kemmer,
Proc. Roy. Soc. 34, 354 (1938); N. Kemmer, Proc. Camb.
Phil. Soc. 34, 354 (1938); H. Frohlich, W. Heitler and N.
Kemmer, Proc. Roy. Soc. A166, 154 (1938);H. J. Bhabha,
Proc. Roy. Soc. A166, 501 (1938); W. Heitler, Proc. Roy.
Soc. A166, 529 (1938).

» G. Breit, Rev. Sci.'Inst. 9, 63 (1938).See end of first
column on p. 74. The 'S term remains uncoupled to all
other terms for two particles of spin q."J.A. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 50, 643 (1936)~ Here the
possibility of velocity dependence for nuclear force is
introduced."E.Feenberg, Phys. Rev. 52, 667 (1937); See also G.
Breit and E. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 53, 998 (1938) for feasible
upper limit on the repulsion.
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forces as a mixture of Wigner, Heisenberg,
Majorana and Bartlett interactions cannot be
maintained any longer and this assumption was
made in deriving the inequality. It appears
unlikely, however, that the experiment could
have concealed a negative phase shift of —0.25'
which is approximately the amount expected
using the old fashioned theory with a=16. Un-
fortunately the effect looked for is at the limit
of experimental accuracy and a definite claim for
the absence of such a phase shift cannot be made.
A discussion of the evidence is given under
"Possibilities at low and high energies and higher
phase shifts" as well as in connection with Table
XIV and Figs. 3, 4 and 5.

The paper is divided into two longer sections.
The first is concerned with the handling of ex-
perimental material up to the point of obtaining
the phase shifts and is called "Determination of
Phase Shift from Experimental Data. " The
second is concerned with the interpretation of the
phase shifts in terms of interaction potentials
and is called "Calculation of the Potentials. "The
first part is less speculative than the second. In
the first part the subdivisions are as follows.

1. Coefficients for the calculation of the scat-
tering anomaly. Here tables and formulas are
given for the calculation of the s wave anomaly
in sufhcient detail to make the analysis of experi-
mental material easy in the future.

2. Effect of error consisting of a constant
factor. Here the effect introduced into the value
of the s wave phase shift Eo due to an error
consisting of a constant factor is calculated.

3. Effect of error in voltage. This is similar
to 2.

4. Estimate of spread of beam due to collisions.
The checks made by Herb et al. on the per-
formance of the apparatus using argon and
krypton scattering showed the presence of an
effect of pressure. The spread of the beam due
to collisions is estimated and is seen to be of the
right order of magnitude. Multiple scattering is
discussed.

5. Values of phase shift derived from experi-
ment. (a) Explanation of tables. The experi-
mental results are tabulated and the comparison
of theoretical expectation is compared in this
section with experiment. (b) Corrections due to
geometry of apparatus. For low angle scattering

corrections for geometry enter. They are of im-
portance for conclusions regarding higher phase
shifts. (c) Possible presence of p and d wave
anomalies. Upper limits for their effect on Xo.

The second section contains the following sub-
dr vr s&ons.

1. The proton-neutron interaction. (a) Square
wells. Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) for calculation of
depth and Eq. (8.4) for scattering cross section
of ~S. Eqs. (8.5) and (8.6) for relation between
depth and scattering cross section for 'S. Con-
nection with virtual level treatment in Eq. (8.8).
(b) Expansions for wells of any shape. Eqs. (9.1)
for Taylor expansion of logarithmic derivative
in several parameters. (c) Formulas for neutron-
proton potential for the Gauss error type inter-
action. Eqs. (10.1), (10.4), (10.6), (10.7), (10.8)
and (10.9) for calculation of depth of proton-
neutron potential corresponding to given scat-
tering. Fffect of neglecting tail of Gauss error
potential in Eq. (10.91). (d) Intercomparison of
numerical integrations used for proton-proton
and proton-neutron potentials.

2. Coulomb effect for square wells. Calcula-
tions of phase shifts for proton-proton scattering
are made with least trouble using "square wells"
without Coulomb potential inside. Corrections for
the Coulomb potential inside the well are made
here. See Eq. (11.2) for effect of Coulomb poten-
tial on depth. Necessary quantities collected in
Table XVI. Eq. (11.5) and Table XVII for cal-
culation of phase shift with fixed depth super-
posed on Coulomb potential.

3. Adjustment of range and values obtained
from experiment.

4. Comparison of proton-proton and proton-
neutron interaction. See Tables XX, XXI.

5. Possibilities at lower and higher energies
and evidence regarding p scattering. Some of the
points which may be learned by extending ex-
periments to lower and higher energies are
discussed and the evidence regarding p scattering
available at present is reviewed.

A table of Coulomb functions for L =0 is given
in the appendix.

Notation

&=mass of proton; MH ——mass of hydrogen
atom.
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@=M/2=reduced mass in the collision of
two protons.

v = relative velocity of the two protons
before the collision.

r =distance between protons.
Z =kinetic energy of the incident proton.
Z'= energy in frame of center of gravity =

Z/2.
A =k/yv.
k=2v. /A, g=e'/hv, p=kr.

LA=angular momentum of colliding particles
around common center of gravity.

PL, =Legendre function.
0=scattering angle in the reference system

of center of gravity.
0=8/2=scattering angle in the laboratory

reference system.
Fl, ——regular solution of the differential equa-

tion for r times the radial wave func-
tion in a Coulomb field normalized so
as to be asymptotic to a sine wave of
unit amplitude at ~.

E I, =phase shift defined by the asymptotic
form of gr, ——r times the radial function
in the actual field. The phase of gr.
minus that of Fl, at large r is El..

GL, ——irregular solution of the same equation as

Fr, having Xr.=v'/2.
e =scattering cross section per unit solid

angle in the laboratory system.
P=scattering cross section per unit solid

angle in the center of gravity system.
(AP) 0

——change in P due to the s scattering
anomaly.

(AP)~=change in P due to the p scattering
anomaly.

(AP) 2= change in P due to the d scattering
anomaly including interference terms
with Ep.

P~ ——value of P using Mott's formula.
X, Y defined by Eq. (1).

F=yield of scattered protons, per micro-
coulomb, per mm oil pressure.

5K = (2pv'/e') 'P~ = quantity tabulated in

Table I of BCP.
pH ——density of hydrogen in scattering cham-

ber.
2b=width of slit in analyzing system.
A =area of hole in analyzing system. Same

symbol as depth of Gauss error poten-
tial.

Rp =distance from hole to beam if beam is
very narrow.

r=distance from hole to center of beam if
beam is wide.

h =distance from hole to slit.
S=P/P~ ——ratio of scattering to that ex-

pected by Mott's formula.
p=radius of circular beam.

0. ,= scattering cross section of neutron having
zero energy with a free proton.

&ta=40'wv

F= r times radial function for proton-
neutron collision.

B3= —energy of deuteron in normal state.
D&, D; =depths of square wells representing,

respectively, proton neutron interac-
tion in the singlet and triplet states.

defined by Eq. (8.3).
rp ——radius of square well.

a~, a3 ——intercepts on axis of r of tangents to F
for zero energy neutrons for singlet
and triplet states.

y=dF/Fdx or dg!Qdx.
A, n = constants for Gauss error potential

e—""'
X=A/n.
C=0.577216=Fuler's constant.

C, = [2~g/(e" —1)]-:.
C = [1/1.3. (2L+ 1)][1+vP/I. ']'*

)( [1+g2/12]k+0.

II. DETERMINATION OF PHASE SHIFT FROM

FXPERIMENTAL DATA

1. Coefficients for the calculation of the scatter-
ing anomaly

The values of the coefficients of sin Kp cos Xp
and sin Xp in P/'P~ as given by Breit, Condon
and Present'4 are not quite accurate enough for
the discussion of the newer improved data. The
relation between g and the energy in Mev as
used there is slightly inaccurate because of the
use of old values of e, h, m, 3f, c and it is difficult

'4 G. Breit, E. U. Condon and R. D. Present, Phys. Rev.
50, 825 (1936). Referred to as BCP in text. See references
to previous theoretical work in BCP. A more accurate
comparison of t'he proton-proton and proton-neutron
interactions was made by G. Breit and J. R. Stehn, Phys.
Rev. 52, 396 (1937). This paper is referred to as BS in
the text.
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to interpolate from the tables with sufficient
accuracy. Values of the coeAicients obtained by
improved and more systematic calculations are
listed below in Table I. It was found at times
more convenient to interpolate from tables of
the quantities X, 2Y/q defined by

X= s cos (xp+G cos Pp,'

Y= s ' sin np+c ' sin Pp,

A'p = 'g ln s'; Pp ——
q ln c'

in the notation of BCP. The quantities X, 2Y/'g

are, therefore, also listed in the tables. The
relations are

e=4cP, (2)

P =PM+(&P)0 (2 3)

where e is the collision cross section per unit
solid angle for scattered as well as recoil protons.
The values of 5K are also tabulated. The quanti-
ties —2X/qSR, 4/s'OR+2Y/4t5K can be used
directly for the calculation of P/P44. The relation
of g to E as used in Tables I, II, III, IV, V is

s =0.15818(Z/Mev) &. The conversion factor
0.15818 is not known with an accuracy cor-
responding to the number of figures used above.
If, in future applications, it should be desired
to correct the inaccuracy present in the conver-
sion factors it is sufficient to attribute the values
of the quantities given in the tables to the values
of E that correspond to the tabulated values of q.

The conversion factors as used in the present
paper correspond to the following values of
the fundamental physical constants: e/mc =
1.7575X10', e=4.8036X10 ", c=2.9986X10".
C.g.s. electrostatic units are used here and below.
The value of c, as used, is slightly incorrect. The
more accurate value is. 2.99796X10". This in-
accuracy is of no practical consequence in the
present work. From the above numbers one
obtains m=0. 9115X10 ". Using R„=109,737

2X
(2p&'/e') '(DP) 0 = ——sin Eo cos Ko

4 2Y1
+ (

—+—
~

sin' X, , (2.1)
Es'

~DR= (2ps'/e')'P 44S4+C 4—
—s-'c-' cos q ln s'c—' (2.2)

cm ' for the Rydberg constant for infinite mass
one obtains h = 6.628 X10 ' 5= 1.0549 X 10 '
e'/Ac= 1/137.08. The quotient 1 Mev/mc' is de-
termined by the above constants as 10'(e/mc)/c
=1/0.511(61). For the computation of s one
needs besides the ratio Mn/m where 3IIn is the
mass of the hydrogen atom. The Faraday con-
stant 9648.9=e/Mc where M is the mass of the
oxygen atom divided by 16. Using 3IIH=1.0081
M one obtains Mn/m=1836. 2. It was assumed
that it should be good enough to compute g

by s = (e'/Ac) (c/s) = (e'/hc) c(M&/2m) '(mc'/ Ve) r

where V is the electrostatic difference of po-
tential through which the protons have been
accelerated. This gives g =0.15810(Z/Mev)
1/s=6. 32 51(E /Mev)& There .is some question
as to whether one should use the mass of the
hydrogen atom or the mass of the proton in
these calculations. The influence of extranuclear
electrons is presumably negligible in the collision
process itself but it has not been sufficiently
investigated to be quite sure of this point. The
incident particles must be practically entirely
protons which do not have electrons permanently
attached to them. From this point of view it
would have been better to use MH —rn rather
than MH as the mass of the particles. On the
other hand, there is spectroscopic evidence for
Mn/m being close to 1838 which corresponds to
(3' m)/m=183—7. It appeared safest, there-
fore, to use (Mn —m)/m=1836. 2 since this is
close to the mean of 1835.2 and 1838.The remain-
ing uncertainty in this number is probably of no
importance for the present purpose particularly
since it enters to the -,'power. If the ratio of the
mean mass of the oxygen atom and the mass of
0"is taken into account the ratio 1836.2 changes
to 1835.7. The effect of the corresponding change
in q is not taken into account in the tables.

For most work one can use Tables I and II to
give by interpolation the values of the co-
efficients of sin Xo cos Xo and sin' Xo for P/PM.
For better accuracy, particularly with graphs,
Tables III and IV for X and —2Y/s are to be
preferred. For the lowest energies in Table II!
the interval is not small enough to secure on
interpolation a better accuracy in X than about
two percent at 0 =15'. It is unnecessary to have
a better accuracy in this region since P/PM is
nearly 1. For higher scattering angles the
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TABLE I,* Ualues of ZX/gBR as functions of E and of scattering angle O.

8 =i5o

0.1764
.2555
.3224
.3811
.4336
.4814
.5258
.5662
.6423
.7105
.7730
.8311
.8856

.820

.991
1.077
1.161

1.251
1.314
1.349
1.450

1.634
1.773
1.902
2.022
2.136

20o

0.4773
.6190
.7396
.8459
.9418

1.0297
1.1112
1.197
1.328
1.455
1.572
1.682
1.785

1.660
1.983
2.148
2.308

2.480
2.600
2.668
2.862

3.216
3.483
3.732
3.965
4.185

25o

0.984
1.218
1.417
1.595
1.755
1.903
2.041
2.170
2.408
2.625
2.826
3.013
3.190

2.977
3.533
3.816
4.094

4.391
4.598
4.716
5.054

5.669
6.134
6.566
6.972
7.356

30o

1.775
2.139
2.453
2.733
2.987
3.222
3,441
3.648
4.029
4.378
4.701
5.003
5.289

4.945
5.843
6.302
6.753

7.237
7.573
7.764
8.313

9.313
10.071
10.78
11.44
12.06

35o

2.892
3.426
3.889
4.305
4.684
5.034
5.356
5.672
6.245
6.769
7.257
7.715
8.144

7.623
8.982
9.676

10.361

11.094
11.606
11.897
12.728

14.24
15.40
16.47
17.475
18.43

40o

4.113
4.820
5.435
5.988
6.494
6.964
7.404
7.820
8.591
9.298
9.956

10.572
11.155

10.45
12.29
13.23
14.15

15.15
15.84
16.24
17.37

19.43
21.00
22.45
23.82
25.115

42,5o

4,544
5.307
5.974
6.574
7.124
7.634
8.112
8.563
9.402

10.172
10.887
11.558
12.192

11.43
13.43
14.45
15.46

16.54
17.30
17.73
18.96

21.21
22.92
24.51
26.00
27.41

45o

4.704
5.488
6.174
6.791
7.356
7.881
8.373
8.838
9.701

10.493
11.230
11.921
12.574

11.79
13.84
14.90
15.94

17.05
17.83
18.28
19.55

21.87
23.63
25.26
26.80
28.25

E (KEV)

150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
600
700
800
900

1000

880
1210
1400
1600

1830
2000
2100
2400

3000
3500
4000
4500
5000

0.40822
.35353
.31621
.28865

. .26724
.24998
.23569
.22359
.20411
.18897
.17676
.16666
.15810

.16854

.14373

.13362

.12499

.11687

.11179

.10910

.10205

.091279

.084508

.079050

.074529

.070704

+ The values of y given in the last column of this table were used also for the succeeding tables. The quantities calculated are functions of y
directly rather than E.

accuracy of interpolation increases rapidly and
similarly for higher energies.

The coefficients for the computation of effects
of higher phase shifts Xi, X2, ~ ~ are given
sufficiently accurately in BCP. The indications
of the presence of such phase shifts are as yet
not definite enough to make it necessary to have
more accurate calculations.

At the end of Tables III, IV, V are given
numerical formulas which express the values of
X, —2Y/g, DII in terms of the energy 8 measured
in Mev. These formulas are usually sufficiently
accurate from 1000 kv on to E= ~. They are
obtained from the expansions

X=s—'+ c—' ——[s—'(ln s')'+. c '(ln c')']
2

2Y—=2[s-' ln s'+c ' ln c']

——[s—'(In s')'+ c-'(In c') ']
3

~4
+—[s '(In s')'+c '(ln c')']+

60

=2[s 'In s'+c 'In c']
0.008332

[s-'(ln s')'+ c—'(ln c') q
B

0.00001041—[s—'(In s')'+ c—'(In c')']+
yr

alt =s-'+ c-' —s-'c-'
4

+—[s '(In s')'+c '(In c')']—
24 (3.1)

S—2+g—2
0.01250

[s-'(ln s') '+ c-'(ln c') ']

0.00002603
+ [s-'(ln s') 4+c-'(ln c')4]—

Z2

y (g'/2)s-'c-'(In (s'c—'))'

(ri'/24)s 'c '(ln (s'c '))'+.
=S—4+@—' —S—'C—'

+ (0.01250/B) s—'c—'(ln (s'c ')) '
—(0.00002603/8')s 'c '(ln (s'c '))4+

(3.3)
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TABLE II. Values of I/p'5K+BY/p5K as function of E and of scattering angle 0.

8 =15o

—0.1916—.1731—.1472
~ 117 1—.0850—.0514—.0165

+ .0189
.0911
.1648
.2393
.3143
.3897

.2994

.5489

.693

.846
1,022
1.152
1.229
1.459

1.919
2.303
2.687
3.072
3.456

20o

—0.1247
.0230
.0869
.2012
.3182
.437
.556
,677
.919

1.163
1.408
1.653
1.899

1.604
2.416
2.884
3.378
3.946
4.365
4.613
5.353

6.84
8.07
9.31

10.55
11.78

25'

0.2120
.4969
.790

1.089
1.389
1.692
1.995
2.300
2.910
3.521
4.134
4.747
5.360

4.624
6.65
7.82
9.05

10.46
11.50
12.12
13.96

17.65
20.73
23.80
26.88
29.95

30o

0.981
1.603
2.233
2.868
3.504
4.142
4.781
5.421
6.702
7.985
9.27

10.55
11.84

10.30
14.53
16.98
19.55
22.51
24.69
25.97
29.83

37.54
43.98
50.40
56.84
63.26

35o

2.288
3.426
4.571
5.719
6.869
8.020
9.16

10.32
12.63
14.94
17.24
19.55
21.86

19.09
26.71
31.09
35.71
41.02
44.95
47.26
54.18

68.03
79.58
91~ 12

102.67
114.21

40

3.849
5.565
7.286
9.009

10.731
12.455
14.179
15.90
19.35
22.80
26.25
29.70
33 ~ 15

29.01
40.40
46.95
53.86
61.79
67.66
71.11
81.46

102.2
119,4
136.7
153.9
171.2

42.5o

4.419
6.340
8.262

10.187
12.111
14.04
15.96
17.89
21.74
25.59
29.44
33.29
37.14

32.52
45.23
52.55
60.26
69.12
75.66
79.52
91.07

114.2
133.4
152.7
172.0
191.2

45o

4.633
6.629
8.626

10.625
12.624
14.62
16.62
18.62
22.62
26.62
30.62
34.62
38..62

33.82
47.02
54.62
62.62
71.82
78.63
82.63
94.63

118.63
138.64
158.64
178.6S
198.64

F (KEV)

150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
600
700
800
900

1000

880
1210
1400
1600
1830
2000
2100
2400

3000
3500
4000
4500
5000

TABLE III. Values of X as function of E and of scattering angle e. In expansion Eis in 2IIev.

e =15'

7.79
9.69

10.87
11.68
12.27
12.72
13.07
13.35
13;78
14.09
14.33
14.66

14.48
14.89
15.16
15.32
15.36
15.44

15.55
15.66
15.73

16.00

20o

6.60
7.34
7.79
8.09
8.31
8.48
8.61
8.71
8.87
8.99
9.07
9.19

9.13
9.28
9.38
9.44
9.45
9.48

9.52
9.56
9.58

9.68

25o

5.484
5.807
6.004
6.136
6.232
6.304
6.360
6.405
6.473
6.521
6.560
6.609

6.582
6.645
6.687
6.712
6.717
6.730

6.747
6.764
6.775

6.816

30o

4.700
4.856
4,950
5.013
5.058
5.092
5.119
5.140
5.172
5.195
5.212
5.236

5.223
5.253
5.273
5.285
5.287
5.293

5.301
5.309
5.314

5.333

35o

4.203
4.283
4.332
4.365
4.388
4.406
4.418
4.431
4 447
4.459
4.468
4.480

4.473
4.489
4.499
4.505
4.506
4.509

4.513
4.517
4.520

4.530

40o

3.928
3.978
4.006
4.026
4.040
4.050
4.059
4.065
4.075
4.082
4.087
4.095

4.090
4.100
4.105
4.109
4.110
4.112

4.115
4.117
4.118

4.124

42.5o

3.863
3.904
3.929
3.946
3.958
3..967
3.974
3.980
3.988
3.994
3.999
4.005

4.002
4.010
4.014
4.018
4.019
4.020

4.022
4.024
4.026

4.031

45o

3.841
3.881
3.904
3.920
3.932
3.940
3.947
3.952
3.960
3.966
3.970
3.976

3.973
3.980
3.986
3.988
3.988
3.990

3.992
3.994
3.995

4.000

E (KEV)

150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
600
700
800

1000

880
1210
1600
2000
2100
2400

3000
4000
5000

+0.02075 +0.00472 +0.00128
E2 E2 E2

0.00038 +0.00012 +0.00004 +0.00003 +0.000024
E' E2 E2 E2 E2

—0.2083 —0.0975 —0.0500 —0.0297 —0.0254 —0.0240
E E E E

Expansion
at E= ~. In
expansion E is
in Mev.
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TABLE IV. Values of —2Y/q as function of E and of scattering angle 8. In exPansion E is in Me@.

Q =154

65.46
69.12
71.39
72.89
74.02
74.88
75.50
76.03
76.85
77.42
77.84
78.42

78.08
78.84
79.27
79.63
79.71
79.84

80.00
80.25
80.35

80.86

20

32.45
33.55
34.22
34.67
34.99
35.23
35.42
35.59
35.81
35.97
36.09
36.26

36.18
36.39
36.53
36.61
36.62
36.69

36.74
36.79
36.83

36.97

25o

18.22
18.60
18.83
18.98
19.09
19.18
19.24
19.29
19.37
19.43
19.47
19.53

19.49
19.56
19.62
19.65
19.66
19.66

19.68
19.71
19.72

19.77

300

11.27
11.42
11.51
11.56
11.61
11.63
11.66
11.68
11.71
11.73
11.74
11.77

11.76
11.79
11.81
11.82
11.82
11.82

1.1.82
11.84
11.84

11.86

354

7.71
7.77
7.81
7.83
7.84
7.86
7.87
7.88
7.89
7.90
7.90
7.91

7.90
7.92
7.92
7.93
7.94
7.94

7.94
7.94
7.94

7.95

40'

5.991
6.021
6.032
6.041
6.050
6.06
6.06
6.06
6.07
6.07
6.08
6.08

6.08
6.08
6.08
6.09
6.09
6.09

6.09
6.09
6.09

6.094

42 So

5.600
5.619
3.633
5.639
5.646
5.65
5.66
5.66
5.66
5.66
5.66
5.68

5.67
5.67
5.67
5.68
5.68
5.68

5.68
5.68
5.68

5.680

45~

5.472
5.488
5.501
5.506
5.512
5.519
5.52
5.52
5.53
5.53
5.53
5.53

5.53
5.54
5.54
5.54
5.54
5.54

5.54
5.54
5.54

5.545

B (KEv)

150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
600
700
800

1000

880
1210
1600
2000
2100
2400

3000
4000
5000

4/y~

24.003
32.005
40.006
48.007
56.008
64.009
72.01
80.01
96.01

112.02
128.02
160.02

140.82
193.63
256.04
320.05
336.05
384.05

480.08
640.11
800.13

—2.457
E

—0.704
E

—0.238
E

—0.0891 —0.0356
E E

—0.0161
E

—0.0123
E

—0.01110
E

Expansion at E
= ~. In expan-

sion E is in Mev.+0.0224
P2

+0.00405
E2

+0,00088 +0.00021 +0.000054 +0.000014 +0.000008 +0.000006
E2 E2 E2 E2 E2 E2

TABLE V. Values of 5K as function of E and of scattering angle O. In expansion E is in Men.

8 =15o

216.4
214.4
213.2
212.4
211.8
211.3
211.0
211.0
210.2
209.9
209.7
209.4

209.5
209.1
208.7
208.6

208.4
208.3

208.0

200

67.79
67.05
66.59
66.28
66.06
65.89
65.76
65.65
65.49
65.38
65.29
65.17

65.24
65.09
64.93
64.88

64.84
64.78

64.68

27.29
26.98
26.79
26.66
26.57
26.50
26.45
26.41
26.34
26.29
26.26
26.21

26.24
26.18
26.11
26.10

26.08
26.05

26,01

30~

12.97
12.84
12.76
12.71
12.67
12.64
12.62
12.60
12.58
12.56
12.54
12.52

12.54
12.51
12.48
12.48

12.47
12.46

12.44

35~

7.121
7.073
7.045
7.026
7.012
7.002
6.999
6.988
6.978
6.971
6.966
6.959

6.963
6.954
6.944
6.942

6.940
6.936

6.930

40o

4.679
4.669
4.663
4.658
4.655
4.653
4.651
4.650
4.648
4.646
4.645
4.644

4.644
4.642
4.640
4.640

4.639
4.639

4.638

4.164
4.162
4.160
4.159
4.158
4.158
4.157
4.157
4.157
4.156
4.156
4.156

4.156
4.155
4.155
4.155

4.155
4.155

4.154

454

4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000

4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000

4.000
4.000

4.000

E (KLv)

150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
600
700
800

1000

880
1210
2000
2400

3000
5000

+1.387
E

+0.494 +0.198
E

+0.0803 +0.0288
E E

+0.00635
E

+0.00153
E

Expansion at E= ~.
In expansion E

is in Mev—0.0200
E2

—0.00421
E2

—0.00096 —0.00020 —0.000030 —O.G00002
ER

'

E2 E2
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In these expansions E is in Mev and qZ' was
taken to be 0.1581.

The number of counts expected according to
Mott's formula is practically independent of the
choice of fundamental constants. It can be ex-
pressed in terms of the Faraday constant, the
velocity of light and the density of hydrogen in

the scattering volume. In addition there enters
OR of Eq. (3.3) which is 4 for 0=45' at all

energies and depends only little on the energy at
other angles. For one microcoulomb of incident
protons the yield of scattered protons is:

e ) 2bA
pal lc OR(10—'V b,) ' cot 0.

&Mac) Roh

Here the absolute coulomb and absolute volt are
used as units, pH =density of hydrogen, c=ve-
locity of light, 3'——mass of neutral hydrogen
atom. The quantities A, 2b, R0, h refer to the
detector system for counting protons. The
notation is A =area of hole, 2b=width of slit,
Ro ——distance from hole to beam, P =distance
from hole to sht. Using e/&@ =9648.9 abs. -e.m. u.
g-equiv. ' c=2.99796&&iQ" cm sec. ' and com-

puting pH for one mm of oil having density 0.864
with hydrogen at O'C one obtains

2'
V,b, =581 0 OR(10

—'U, b, )
—' cot 0.

E.oh

Here M is taken to be the mass of the average
oxygen atom. Supposing that average hydrogen
contains 0.04 percent of OI~ and 0.20 percent OI8
one has M= (&'&) X1.000275Xmass of O~e atom
= (1.000275/1. 00813)Dan. The density of hydro-
gen at O'C and normal atmospheric pressure was
taken as 8.988X10 ' g/cm', the presence of
deuterium was neglected. Hoyle's law was as-
sumed, and normal atmospheric pressure was
used as the pressure due to 760 mm of mercury
having density 13.5951 with the acceleration due
to gravity having the value 980.665 cm sec. '.
The deviation of' the acceleration of gravity in
Madison (980.365 cm sec. ') from the standard
was taken into account. In international volts and
coulombs (International volt= 1.00045 abs. volt;
International coulomb=0. 99993 abs. coulomb)

2bA
V;„t,„„——580.5 OR(10 'V;„t„„) ' cot 0. (3.4)

Roh

This is the Mott yield per international micro-
coulomb of incident protons neglecting the geo-
metrical corrections which will be discussed later.
The final adjustments to the reduction of data
from both laboratories have been made from
the above formula.

The assumption of the validity of Boyle's law
and the compressibility of Apiezon oil B (the
latter has been pointed out by Mr. L. E.Hoising-
ton) introduce small errors in the above constant.
The compressibility of oil presumably makes it
necessary to decrease the above number by
about 0.01 percent. Assuming the equation be-
tween volume and pressure for hydrogen to be
Ps=0.99938+0.00062p, with P in atmospheres,
one has for small s; 1/@=1.00062P. The above
result should be increased therefore by 0.06
percent on account of the inaccuracy of Boyle's
law. Both of these corrections were omitted as

i@significant.

2. Effect of error consisting of constant factor

Because of an error in the measurement of the
slit system through which the protons are ad-
mitted to the ionization chamber there may be
present in the measurements an error consisting
of a factor which does not depend on the scatter-
ing angle. Errors in the operation of the scale-of-
ten counter that do not depend on the pulse size
entering the amplifier are independent of scatter-
ing angle. Similarly some of the errors in the
calibration of the Faraday cage used for measur-

ing the primary current enter in the same way
for angles and errors in the operation of the
Faraday cage during the scattering measure-
ments may depend on the primary energy but
should be independent of the scattering angle.
Similarly an error in the measurement of the
pressure comes under- the present head. An effect
of an error in the measurement of the energy of
the incident particles is also mainly of the nature
of a constant factor for all angles but is slightly
more complicated. It will be treated as a separate
error in another section.

It is found on calculation that in the range
1400—2400 kev a factor independent of angle
does not introduce an apparent presence of a p
wave to an important degree. If the scattering is
due to an s wave anomaly alone then a reason-

ably small error of this'sort produces very nearly
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the same error in Kp at all scattering angles that
are used in the experiments for determining Xp.
This condition can be expected to persist at the
higher energies because the Coulomb scattering
becomes increasingly less important. Spherical
symmetry in the system of the center of gravity
which is characteristic of s scattering cannot be
destroyed by an error which is independent of
scattering angle and, therefore, a p wave anomaly
cannot be introduced by such an error. On the
other hand, in the lower energy region 600—900.
kev, the Coulomb scattering becomes more im-
portant. The spherical symmetry of the scatter-
ing in the center of gravity system is then
destroyed. A factor constant at all angles pro-
duces in this energy range effects on Ep which
depend on the scattering angle used. An ap-
parent p wave anomaly can be introduced at
these energies by such an error. Since one may
expect theoretically that p and d anomalies
increase with energy this circumstance is fortu-
nate for judging experimental data as to presence
in it of errors of this nature. For if the data
indicate at the higher energies that the anomaly
is due to s scattering alone. then, even though the
value of Xp obtained from the data may be
incorrect, there is no p scattering and, therefore,
there should be no p scattering at the lower
energies either. If, in addition, the 600—900-kev
range shows no p scattering, then the absolute
values in this voltage range must be right because
otherwise a constant factor at all angles would
introduce p scattering. There is at present no
indication of a p wave in the 1400—2400-kev
range and the above criterion can be used. Errors
which are represented by a factor which depends
on the scattering angle are, of course, not taken
care of by the above type of test.

Let (R=P/Ppr ——then

4 2YI
cos 2E'p+( + )

sin 2Ep (4)
95K E&'m &mi

2X

gives the sensitivity of (R to Kp and

n& = (57.S'/1OO)/(ae/pRaEp); (x~1.O1 pR) (4.1)

represents the error in Xp due to .one percent
error in R. In Table VI values of this error are
listed for different scattering angles, energies

and phase shifts. The latter were obtained from
theoretical calculations with an interaction po-
tential having a constant value through a
distance e'/mc'. The negative of the potential
energy (depth of well=a) within this distance
in Mev is given in the last column. Outside the
distance e'/mc' the Coulomb field e'/r was
assumed to represent the potential energy. The
phase shifts used correspond approximately to
the experimental values. For D=11 Mev the
phase shifts in this table were obtained by
extrapolation from D=10.0 and D=10.5 Mev.

It is seen from the table that at 0= 15' and
20' the accuracy for determining Xp is frequently
poorer than at other scattering angles. For
Xp= 34.8, E=880 kev, 0~ = 15' the accuracy is
especially poor. This is because close to this
energy the ratio (R is practically independent of
Xp. At all energies the optimum range of angles
for determining Xp is around 0~=45'. It should
be pointed out again that at the higher energies
the same percentage error in S gives practically
the same error in Kp except at =15' while
from 1600 kev down there is a noticeable change
in 8E'p with 0.

The changes of sign in 8Xp which occur in
Table VI are somewhat confusing, and it is at
times better to express the results in terms of the
percentage by which the apparent R differs from
the R that is theoretically expected using the
apparent Xp as derived from the data at 0~ =45'.
If the correct (R is changed at all angles into
(1+p) CR = (R', then the value of Ep using
O=p. /4 is Zp+(5Ep) ~p where

(BEp), g 4 p[(R/(8 R——/BZp) ],(4.

From this phase shift the expected (R at other 0+

is IR+(pl6l/aEp)(BEp) ]4. One has

(R'/[(R+ (8 (R/BEp) (8Ep) .)4]

= 1+(p/8Ep) L8Ep (8Ep) /4]

= 1+(p/ae) (ae —a,(4). (4.2)

The quantity (ae —a ~&)/a@ is thus the ratio of
the apparent percentage deviation of (R from the
value to be expected at scattering angle from
the apparent Xp at 0~=45' to the percentage
error in (R. Values of this ratio are given in
Table VII.
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TABLE VI. Values of error in phase shift ICoin degrees due to one percent error in measured scattering.

e =15o

2.3—1.'4
~ 2

1 ~ 1—1.1

20o

—0.97—.71
.64—.67—.85

25o

—0.51
.40
.42
.55—3.1

30o

—0.28
~ 23—.29—.85

+ .29

35o

—0.16
012—.19

+ .34
+ .088

40o

—0.10—.061
.091

+ .049
+ .047

42 So

—0.087—.045
.038

+ .023
+ .041

45o

—0.082
.039—.013

+ .017
+ .039

B (Ksv)

175
275
375
450
550

5.5'
9.6'

13.7'
16.4'
19.8'

D (MEv)

10.395
10.395
10.395
10.395
10.395

1.2—1.5
2.2

2 Q2

+3.1
+0.85

0.50
.27
.21

.14

.12

.12

.083

.094

.11

.068

.085

.102

.065

.084

.101

.064

.083

.101

650 23.8'
750 26.6'
850 29.2'

10.500
10.500
10.500

—2.7
1.8
0.94
.66
.51
.46
.43
~39

.70

.30

.26
~ 25
.25
.25
.25
.26

.20

.18

.19

.20

.21

.22

.23

.24

.13

.16

.17

.19

.21

.22

.23

.25

.11

.15

.17

.19

.21

.22

.23

.25

.11

.15

.17

.19

.22

.23

.23

.26

.11

.15

.17

.19

.22

.23

.24

.26

.11

.15

.17

.20

.22

.23

.24

.26

880 30.0' 10.500
1210 36.2' 10.500
1400 39.0' 10.500
1600 41.4' 10.500
1830 43.8' 10.500
2000 45.1' 10.500
2100 45.7' 10.500
2400 47.6' 10.500

3. Effect of error in voItage

If the experiment is performed at an energy E
and if there is only an s wave anomaly the ratio
(R =P/Pjr is given by Eqs. (2) with a suitable Eo.
If the energy at the scattering volume is incor-
rectly judged to be

one obtains an apparent experimental value (R'

for that ratio at the energy 8'. This value cor-
responds to an apparent phase shift Xo' if Eqs.
(2) are used. In this section

8&0=&0'-&0

will be called the error in the phase shift. This
nomenclature is not the best because it takes no
account of the fact that at the energy E' the
correct phase shift differs from Eo. This circum-

stance will be discussed later in connection with

the variation of Eo with E and the effect of a
possible error in voltage on the magnitude of the
interaction potential. It will then be seen that

only a fraction of Xo matters for conclusions
drawn from experiments at the higher energies.

It is seen in Table V that 5K changes very
slowly with energy. It is thus sufficiently accurate
to consider P~ as being proportional to Z '. The
apparent value of (R at energy Z' is then

at = (E'/E)'Gt =(l.+2aE/E) e..

This may be equated to

N.+(as/aE) aE+ (as. /aZ, ) a&, ,Z.,.
One obtains thus

a, , ,z, = (2e/E —ae./aE) aE/(ae/az, ) ~ ~ . (5)

Treati'ng again BR as independent of the energy
one has

sin Eo cos Xo t' BX)]x—
&
—

f

ZqaR E Bg)

sin' Xo tr 4 Y BY)
(S.l)

Emt 4s' g ag &

TABLE VII. Percentage by mkich apparent ratio to Mottis ki gher than value calculated from apparent phase shift Xo determi ned

at 8=45' if at all angles tke measured yields are too kigh by one percent and if the anomaly is due only to s scattering.
Quantity tabulatedis (ae —a /4)/ag. Values of Xo correspond to ro ——e'jmc2, a=10.5 Mev.

8 =15'

1.04
.92
.81
.70
.58
.50
.46
.34

20o

0.85
.50
.34
.22
.12
.07
.051—.001

25o

0.46
.14
.064
.015
.019—.032—.038—.052

30o

0.164
.02—.0004—.019—.028—.032—.033—.037

35o

0.043—.003—.009—.013—.015—.016—.016—.017

40o

0.008—.002—.003—.004—.004—.004—.004—.003

42 5o

0.002—.001—.000—.001—.001—.002—.001—.001

P (KEv)

880
1210
1400
1600
1830
2000
2100
2400

Kp

30.0'
36.2'
39.0'
41.4'
43.8'
45.1'
45.7'
47.6'
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TABr.s VIII. Values of error in phase shift X0 in degrees due to one percent error in voltage of scattering volume.

15o

—4.6—2.9—2.4—2.3
2 03

20o

—2.0—1.5—1.4
145—1.8

250

—1.05—0.86
.91—1.19—0.65

30o

—0.60
.51
.65—1.8

+0.51

35o

—0.36—.30
.46

+ .63
+ .081

40o

—0.23
.17
.26

+ .027
.004

42 5o

—0.20—.14—.15—.031—.014

45o

—0.19
~ 13
.10—.045—.018

B (KEV)

175
275
375
450
550

5.5'
9.6'

13.7'
16.4'
19.8'

D (MEV)

10.395
10.395
10.395
10.395
10.395

—2.6
302—4.7

—5.7
+3.6

1.7
1.1
0.83
.71
.66
.56

—4.6
+6.1
+1,6

1.26
0.43
.33
.29
.27
.26
.26
.26

+ .90
.41
.27

.25

.17

.17

.18

.19

.20

.20

.22

.17

.12

.10

.10

.12

.14

.16

.18

.19

.20

.22

.049

.055

.067

.071

.114

.14

.16

.18

.19

.20

.22

.018

.038

.056

.063

.113

.14

.16

.18

.20

.21

.23

.013

.035

.055

.061

.113

.14

.16

.19

.20

.21

.23

.012

.034

.055

.061

.114

.14

.16

.19

.20

.21

.23

650 23.8'
750 266'
850 29.2'

880 30.0'
1210 36 2
1400 39.0'
1600 41.4'
1830 43.8'
2000 45.1
2100 45.7'
2400 47.6'

10.500
10.500
10.500

10.500
10.500
10.500
10.500
10.500
10.500
10.500
10.500

Computing this one obtains the numbers in
Table VIII.

The phase shifts, energies and depths of well
in Table VIII correspond to those in Table VI.
The effect of an error in voltage is seen to become
nearly independent of the angle at the higher
energies. In this respect the effect of an error in
voltage is very simil'ar to that of an error due to
a factor independent of angle.

The effect of an error in voltage is somewhat
simpler when it is expressed in terms of the per-
centage by which the observed scattering at an
angle 0 divers from the scattering to be ex-
pected, when only an s scattering anomaly is
assumed and when the observed scattering at

=45' is used. This can be done using the num-
bers tabulated in . Tables VI and VIII. The
quantity recorded in the latter table is

be=0 573Ebs, eKo/b. E. (5.2)

The quantity (R is a function of Xo and 8 and in
the absence of exact knowledge of the voltage
the value of (R theoretically expected at the angle
O~ and the apparent energy E' using observations
at 0=sr/4 is

(R(Ko+ b@, /4Ko, E+bE)
= (R+ (&(R/BKo) bg, .goKo+ (8 (st/BE) bE = (R".

The ratio of the apparent value 6I,
' to this

expected value (R" is then

iR'/R" = &+ (bS/(R&Ko) (bz, eKo —bz, i4Ko)
= l + (bE!E)(be b-«)/~e—(5 3)

By means of Eq. (5.3) and Tables VI and VIII
one can obtain the ratio (R'/(R". The percentage
by which the observed value at scattering angle
0' should diff'er from the value to be expected on
the basis of measurements made at 0=45' is
seen to be the percentage of error in the voltage
multiplied by

(be b, io) /ae—

Values obtained in this way are tabulated in
Table IX.

4. Estimate of spread of beam due to collisions.
Discussion of pressure effects in argon and
krypton. Multiple scattering

As the beam goes through the scattering
chamber it becomes spread on account of the
many small collisions that each bombarding
particle makes with the hydrogen atoms of the
gas. The purpose of the present section is to make
estimates of the order of magnitude of the addi-
tions to the width of the beam due to this cause.
The diameter of the beam must be kept some-
what smaller than the diameter of the foil used
to admit the protons into the evacuated Faraday
cylinder connected to the current integrator. The
fluctuation of the direction of the beam due to
changes in the accelerating tube makes it unne-
cessary to have more than estimates of order of
magnitude.

The relatively numerous small angle collisions
may be considered in first approximation as
changing the direction of motion without chang-
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ing the energy of the particle. The vector repre-
senting the velocity is changed at each collision
through the addition of a small vector perpen-
dicular to the initial direction and the probability
of the occurrence of a single such change in a
short path can be calculated by means of
Rutherford's or Mott's scattering formula. For
the first collision the change of direction occurs
in a plane perpendicular to the original beam,
but in later collisions it takes place in planes
having slightly different directions. Since the
total deflection is supposed to be small the change
of orientation of the planes will be neglected. The
additions to the velocity may then be considered
as taking place in the same plane but each suc-
cessive addition must be considered as taking
place in a random direction with probabilities
determined by Rutherford's formula. Instead of
using the velocities one may also deal directly
with vectors having absolute values equal to the
angular deflections and drawn in the direction
of the velocity changes. The problem is thus very
similar to that of "random flights" in a plane.

A set of random radial displacements in a
plane having equal magnitude n gives resultant
displacements for which the Cartesian coor-
dinates x, y, and distance, r, have (r')A, = (2x')»
=(2y)'« ——(nn')«. For large n the average devi-
ations of the squares correspond to a Gauss error
distribution. It is shown in Rayleigh's Theory of
Sound" that the distribution is of the Gauss
error type even if one deals with the composition
of a large number n of components with am-
plitude 0., a large number n,' of components with
amplitude P, etc. The chance of a resultant dis-
placement of amplitude between r and r+dr, is-

then according to Rayleigh

p(r)dr = 2(nn'+n'p'+ ) "r

Xexp [—r'/(nn'+m'p'+ )]dr.

The number of deflections taking place in an
infinitesimal angular range is, of course, not
infinite and it is not justifiable to apply this
formula since the numbers n, n', ~ ~ ~ are not
infinite. It may, nevertheless, be expected to give

"Lord Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, second edition (Mac-
millan Co. , 1894), Vol. I, p. 41; G. N. W'atson, Besse/ Func-
tions (Cambridge University Press, 1922), p. 419 for refer-
ences.

the result approximately because the angular
range may be divided into finite rather than
infinitesimal intervals and because the validity of

(r') A„n—n—'+n'p'+

does not depend on n,, n' ~ having large values.
In the remainder of the discussion (r')» ——(O')»
(0=angular deHection) will be calculated and it
will be assumed that the distribution is not far
from that given by Rayleigh's formula. Since the
latter drops off steeply at and beyond [(O')«]~,
the values of this quantity will be used as
estimates of the probable angular spread.

For scattering from a heavy nucleus such as
that of argon Rutherford's formula applies. It
will be supposed that the scattering by an atom
of argon becomes zero when the impact parameter
(distance from nucleus to orbital asymptote at
~) is greater than some suitably chosen distance

p of the order of nuclear dimensions. Corre-
sponding to this distance there is an angle of
ininimum deflection or which, when small, is
given by

a) =ZZ'e'/ZP (6)

K= 27rnl(ZZ'e'/P) 2 (6.1)

For large angles this is not true. The number of
large angle collisions is, however, quite small and
they will be neglected in studying the spreading
of the beam. One has then

~max

((ZO)')» ——K) O 'O'dO=K ln (O,„/ra), (6.2)

where 8, , is a suitably chosen upper limit for
elementary deflections that need to be taken
into account. For an argon pressure of 60 mm of
oil having a density 0.866 one has a pressure equal
to that of 3.83 mm of mercury so that n=2. 70
X10"X3.84/760=1. 36X10". For Z=2mc' one
has then %=1.21)&10 4 for a path length /=22

where Ze, Z'e are the charges of the colliding
nuclei and E is the kinetic energy of the scattered
particle. The chance that one small angle col-
lision should take place into an angular range 8,
8+d8 on going through a thickness 1 of gas having
n atoms per cm' is

K8 'd8,

where
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cm. Assuming P=Bohr radius=0. 528X10 ' cm,
one has at an energy of 2mc' the value
&u = 18e'/2mc'au ——9(e'/kc)'=4. 79X10—4. The
number of single deHections into Ace is '

%co 'Ace

= 5006&v/&u. Thus practically every proton suffers
several small angle collisions. Using 8,„, =m-/2

one has ln (8, /cu) =8.1 and using 8, =1'
= 1/57. 3 one has In (8, /cu) = 3.6. The result is
seen to be insensitive to the choice of 0,„.Using
8, = 7r/2 one obtains Table Xa. In the last row
is given the quantity 2168/3 Thi.s is an approx-
imate estimate of the linear spread of the beam.
The root mean deviation 68 is assumed here to
give sufficiently well the direction of motion of
the root mean deviation of the linear displace-
ment Ax so that,

l

Ax =68 (y/l) 'dy = 2lh8/3.
0

This assumption is crude, but should be good
enough for estimates of order of magnitude. The
values in Table Xa are probably too high since
8,,= m/2 is an overestimate. With 8, = 2'
=0.0349 values given in Table Xb are obtained.
These may still be somewhat too high because
for this 0, at E=2mc' one has Xe, '=1.2
X10 4/(0 035)'=0.10. There is, therefore, only
a chance of 1/10 that a proton will be scattered
into a 2' range at the rate at which scattering
occurs at 2'. However, this chance increases
rapidly towards smaller deHections.

In order to obtain the same spread at E=4mc'
as at Z=2mc', the pressure must be increased
nearly four times so as to compensate by means
of n the change in B and to obtain the same X.
For 8, =0.0349 the factor ln, (8, /co) increases
from 4.30 at E= 2mc' to 5.00 at Z=4mc'. Hence
the pressure should be increased in this case not

where
+HO~

—3d 0~

Xn ——2m nl (e'/B)'. (6.3)

For E= 2mc' and a path length /= 22 cm through
hydrogen gas at 12 mm Hg pressure one has
n=8.5X10", TH=2. 34X10 ', co=2.66X10 '.
The probable angular spread must be less than
LK ln m /4&v jl =0.0049 = 0.28'. The probable linear

quite by the factor four but by 4X4.30/5. 00
=3.4. If 8, , = s./2, the increase in pressure
required to produce the same spread at 4mc' at
a higher pressure as at 2mc' at a lower pressure
is 4X8.1/8.8=3.7. The accidental Huctuations
of the direction of the proton beam and the im-
possibility of knowing precisely its width make
it difficult to determine just how the loss of some
of the incident protons through multiple small
angle scattering will affect the measurements at
a given energy as the pressure is varied. A better
test of the origin of the observed deviations is to
vary the energy and the pressure in such a way
as to obtain the same apparent deviation from
Rutherford's scattering. Then according to the
estimates just made the same deviations should
be obtained at two Mev at a pressure of about
3.4P as at one Mev at a pressure p. These pre-
liminary estimates will be improved presently
by using Eq. (6.6).

In hydrogen at the pressures used the spread
of the beam due to multiple small angle scatter-
ing should be much smaller than in argon because
the large scattering anomaly at 0~ =45' makes it
unnecessary to have as large a small angle scat-
tering in hydrogen. In this case the chance that
one small angle collision should take place into
an angle between 0 and 0+do on going through
a thickness l of gas having n atoms per cm' is

TABLE IX.Percentage by which apparent R is higher than value calculated from apparent phase shift E0 determined at O =45'
if the voltage measurements are too high by one percent and if the anomalyis due only to S scattering. Quantity tabulated

is (bp —b /4)/ag. Values of X0 correspond to r0 ——e'/mc', D =10.5 3IIev.

0" =15o

2.09
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.3
1.1
1.0
0.84

20o

1.72
1.04
0.74
.52
.34
.25
.21
.11

25'

0.95
.33
.17
.085
.021—.005—.018—.042

30o

0.34
.064
.014—.013—.029—.036—.039—.043

35o

0.090
.004—.009—.015—.020—.021—.020—.021

40o

0.017—.002—.003—.005—.006
.006—.006—.004

42.5o

0.003—.002
.001—.001—.001—.002—.001—.002

E (KEv)

880
1210
1400
1600
1830
2000
2100
2400

KD

30;0'
36.2'
39.0'
41.4'
43.8'
45.1'
45.7'
47.6'
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TABLE Xa. Estimate of linear spread of proton beam 2oitIi prOXimatiOn. The integratiOnS giVe
8 „assumed to be 71-/Z.

E= 1mc2
E((») )A,j =3.4

b,x=2lh8/3 =0.88 cm

2mc2 3mc' 4mc2
1.8' 1.2' - 0 93
0.46 cm 0.31 cm 0.24 cm

1 5
Jtnle'adQ=KA' f~—' sin' I' ——sin' I'

2 4

displacement must be less than 0.07 cm. Accord-
ing to Table Xb this linear displacement cor-
responds to a pressure of (0.07/0. 33)'&(60 mm
=3 mm of argon at an energy of 2mc2. According
to Fig. 10 of the paper of HKPP. a pressure of
3 mm of argon at 860 kev shows no definite
difference from Rutherford's scattering and may
be in agreement with it. Although the evidence
for this is not very definite it would be surprising
if this error could be serious for hydrogen since
there is good agreement of absolute yields in the
overlap region between HHT and HKPP.

The above estimates are too crude for a com-
parison of argon and krypton scattering since
screening is taken account of too roughly. An
idea of the effect of screening can be obtained
using the Thomas-Fermi field. The effective
nuclear charge for force as a function of the
distance r will be called Z, (r) .For small deflections

~/2

8=(e'/pE) Z, (p/cos e) cos pdy
0

and

J
I nlg2od 0

00 n/2 2

=Z I Z, (p/cos y) cos ydcp p 'dp.
y(min) 0

On account of the inapplicability of the formula
for 0 at large 0 the integration over the distance
of closest approach is cut off at a suitable p;„.
The Fermi-Thomas fleld gives Z.=Zf($) with

)=Z'r/(0. 885an). The function f($) starts at
f= 1 for ]=0, decreases roughly linearly up to
$ = 2 and approaches f=0 asymptotically for
large $. At )=8 it is 0.1. The function will

be approximated by

f(])=A Bg (A, 9&0)—
through the region in which the above expression
gives positive values. For larger ( it will be
supposed that f=0 This is admitt. edly an ap-

3 3
+ f—sin f cos I ——I ' —ln cos I, (6.4)

2 4

where

tan I'„—f„=0.885anZ 41'(E/-e') 8, /8,
(6 5)

cos I' = (8/A)Z&P(min)/(0. 885az).

The last equation determines | in terms of
p(min) which is the smallest impact parameter
admitted by the requirement of using a formula
for 8 valid only for small tsj. The equation before
last similarly determines g in terms of 8, .
The large value of an/(e'/E) makes the right
side of Eq. (6.5) of the order of 100 which makes

s./2. Setting
f' =4r/2 —4

one has

1/4=0.885anZ 41'(E/e') 0, /8
+s./2+, (6.5')

((Z8) ')4„——EA 'L —5/4 —m'/16

+ln (1/4) +s.e+ j (6.6)

where Z is given by Eq. (6.1). The result in the
form of Eq. (6.6) is similar to Eq. (6.2). It is
more suitable for the purpose of comparing
krypton with argon because the screening is made
to vary with Z in accordance with the Fermi-
Thomas distribution. Using 8, = I'-0, 8= -'„

A=1 one has at 860 kev 1/4=-1.40X104Z 4"
which gives for the coeScient of XA' in Eq. (6.6)
the values 2.92 for krypton and 3.83 for argon.
The number of argon atoms nA that would be
expected to give the same effect as nz krypton
atoms should be therefore n~=4(2. 92/3. 83)nK,
=3.0nE, . The experimental ratio of the argon
pressure to that of krypton for the same per-
centage difference from Rutherford is approxi-

TABLE Xb. Estimate of linear spread of proton beam zenith

8 „assumed to be Z'.

E= 1mc' 2mc 3mc 4m'
E((Z8)')A~ j&=2.4' 1.3' 0.91' 0.70'

2lh8/3 =0.61 cm 0.33 cm 0.23 cm 0.18 cm
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mately 2.3. The discrepancy between these two
numbers can be reduced by using a larger B.
There is some justification for using a larger 8
because most of the contributions to ((&8)z)Ay

come from small P and the values of f that
correspond to p;„are, with the above constants,
0.04 for krypton and 0.02 for argon. The values
of $„=Z'*P/(0.885zzH) that make important con-
tributions are &0.4 and one may therefore use
the initial rectilinear portion of the f(P) curve.
For this A = 1, 8= —,

' are fair values. Also
8,„=1/20 corresponds better to Table Xb than
0, = I'~. Making these changes one obtains
ng =4(1.71/2. 62)nx, ——2.6zzx, . This is not far
from the experimental value 2.3nK, . The co-
eKcient of X in Eq. (6.6) is smaller than in the
computation of Table Xb. The difference is less
than a factor 2 and does not affect seriously the
linear spreads.

The scattering in argon at 860 kev can be
compared with that at 1830 kev. Comparing the
pressures giving 16 percent difference from
Rutherford's formula one has a r'atio 3.1. The
ratio of energies is 2.13. The ratio of pressures
expected on account of the variation of X with
energy is therefore 4.5 = (2.13)'. The ratio
4.5/3. 1 = 1.5 must be accounted for by the
change in the bracket in Eq. (6.6). Here again
it is favorable to assume a large 8 and a small

8,„.With 8=3z and 8, =1/20, the bracket is
2.62 for 860 kev and 2.62+In, 2.13=3.38 for 1830
kev. The corrected expectation for the ratio of
pressures is (2.13)'(2.62/3. 38) =3.5. This is in
fair agreement with the experimental 3.1. Here,
as in the comparison with krypton, the coefficient
of E does not change quite as rapidly as experi-
ment requires. It appears from the above com-
parisons that the large scattering observed at
high pressures is due to the spreading of the
beam. On the other hand, the agreement between
expectation and experiment is sufficiently imper-
fect to allow at least partly another explanation.

Double scattering in which the first defiection
is greater than 5' will be seen to contribute little.
The percentage difference caused by it should
vary as nZ'/E' Experimentally n. must be varied
more slowly than Z'/E' in order to give the same
percentage difference. This speaks against at-
tributing a large part of the effect to double

scattering in which the first deHection is )5'.
The chance that a proton will be scattered into a
cone between 8z and 82 is (X/8) (1/sin' 8z/2
—1/sin' 82/2). For a path of 10 cm at 860 kev
through argon at 60 mm oil pressure X,/8= 10 '.
The total number of protons scattered beyond 5'
is according to this 0.5 percent of the number of
incident protons. The change in the proton
energy due to argon recoil is negligible for such
a small fraction of the whole number. The effect
of the change in direction can be estimated from
a formula for second-order corrections caused by
the divergence of the beam which is considered
at the end of the section on "Geometrical Cor-
rections. " According to this the fractional in-
crease in the scattering due to spreading the
proton beam uniformly on the surface of a cone is
258z/40'' where 0 is the angle between the axis
of the cone and the central line of the analyzing
system while 0 is the scattering angle for the
first deHection. It is assumed that the angle 8 is
small. The chance of 8 being between 8 and
8+d8 is Ed8/8' The f.ractional increase in

scattering is

(25E/40') In (8 ./8;.).
For 8, =zr/2, 8; =5', 0~=20' this gives for

argon at 860 kev, with path length t =10 cm, at
a pressure of 60 mm of oil an effect of 1.1 percent.
Decreasing 0;& to 2.5' increases this to only 1.4
percent. This effect is seen to be not serious since
the total deviation from Rutherford's formula is

25 percent. There should be an additional
smaller effect due to having a large deHection
first and a small one afterwards. This effect is
expected to be smaller because the distance from
the analyzing slit to the beam is 3 cm. Since
for larger 0" these corrections decrease as 0~

they account for only a small part of the v hole.
For double scattering in which the first de-

flection is of the order of 1' or less it ceases
to have meaning to consider only double scatter-
ing because the spread of the beam due to
multiple scattering is oF this order of magni-
tude. It is also incorrect to use the expression
(25K/40"') ln (8,„/8;,) for too small values of

because it was supposed, in deriving it, that
the major part of the beam suffered no deflection
comparable with 8; . The contributions due to
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double scattering in which the first angle is very
small will be considered, therefore, as part of
the effect of multiple scattering at small angles
followed by a large deflection. The fractional
effect due to this cause is (25/4)((Z0)')&, /O'. For
a path of 10 cm in argon at 60 mm oil pressure
at 860 kev for 0= 20' the above expression gives
1.0 percent. This effect should have the same
value for a given value of the expression (6.6)
and the estimates of the way n varies with Z
and E made for the effect of missing the Faraday
cylinder apply to this effect also. Double scatter-
ing through larger angles as well as multiple
scattering through small angles followed by a
large angle deflection give, with the approxima-
tion used here, fractional increases which vary
directly with the pressure. It is surprising that
the experimental curve gives also a linear varia-
tion with pressure for the fractional increase,
but it is difficult to predict the law of increase
with pressure without knowing more about the
structure of the beam. There appears to be no
objection so far, therefore, to attributing the
pressure effects in argon and krypton primarily
to the spreading of the beam and the too low

value for the number of incident protons.

S. Values of phase shift derived from experiment

ExP/anation of tables. In Table X—I are given
values of the ratio to Mott R as obtained from
experiment by Herb, Kerst, Parkinson and
Plain. These represent the mean of several ob-
servations at energies close to the value listed in
the first column. Where necessary corrections
have been applied by them for the rate of change
of yield with voltage in reducing the values to a
common energy. The table consists of six sections
each section of which refers to one energy. The
first line of each section gives the value of (R

tabulated by HKPP in their Table I. The second
line gives the corrections which have been ap-
plied to this (R. The corrections are expressed in

percentage of R and are in each case a sum of
corrections for temperature of oil used in the
manometer and a correction for fundamental
units. The latter was made so as to reduce the
values to Eq. (3.4). It amounts to a uniform
increase of all values by 0.381 percent. The
corrections for oil temperature are listed by
HKPP in their Table I(a) and have been added

to the correction for fundamental units. The
final corrected .value of (R is listed in the third
row. The fourth and fifth rows give values of (R

for two values of Eo differing by 1' and repre-
senting approximately the experimental values.
The object in listing these numbers is to show
the sensitivity of (R to Xo. In the sixth row are
given values of Xo obtained from each scattering
angle on the assumption of a pure s anomaly.
The arithmetic mean of the values so obtained
from =30', 35', 40', 45' stands in the sixth
row and last column. The values of Xo obtained
for smaller scattering angles were not used in
taking the mean because the accuracy in the
determination of Xp is expected to be poorer for
them. It is satisfactory to note, however, that
for 0=25' the experimental mean Xo and the
derived X& agree quite well and that the only
large deviations for 0™= 20' are 0.6' for 1200 kev
and 0.4' at 2105 kev. For =15' the deviations
from the mean are large and are probably due to
the poor sensitivity caused by the predominance
of Rutherford scattering and by the presence of
a slight systematic error caused by the variation
of the scattering yield within the scattering angle.
The seventh line contains values of (R computed
for the mean Xo on the assumption of absence of
higher phase shifts and the eighth gives the
percentage difference of the observed (line 3) and
computed R. This last line contains information
regarding the presence of higher phase shifts.

The experimental values used above corre-
spond to the calibration of the ballistic gal-
vanometer for current measurement by the
"current time method. " In addition Herb et al.
have used a calibration by the "air condenser
method. " The latter gives values of (R greater
than the "current time" values by 0.76 percent.
Reasons for considering the current time method
as more reliable are given in the paper of HKPP.
The eRect of using the air condenser values is,
therefore, not tabulated. An alternative inter-
pretation of the data would consist in increasing
all experimental values of HKPP by 0.38 percent.
According to Table VII the percentage difference
between the observed and computed 6t (eighth
row of each section in Table XI) will be affected
at the higher energies by negligible amounts
except at 0" = 15' where 0.2 percent would have
to be added. The uncertainties in geometrical
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TABLE XI. Phase shift analysis of data of Herb, Kerst, Parkinson and Plain.

8=15' 20' 25 30' 35' 40' 45' =15' 20' 25' 30' 35' 40' 45'

R from HKPP
Corrections
Final St
8 (Kp=29')
8 (K=30')
Ep from {R

Mean Ep from

(R (Ep= 29.28')
Di8. obs. and

comp. tR

E=860 kev

0.750 0.672 0.811 1.317
0 327%

.752 .674 .814 1.321

.724 .670 .811 1.288

.721 .679 .853 1.394
29.45 29.07 29.31

0=30', 35', 40', 45'=29.28'
0.723 0.673 0.823 1.318

1 1'Fo

2.229

0.327%
2.236
2.184
2.395

29.25

2.243

3.38 3.90 R from HKPP
0.327% 0.327% Corrections
3.39 3.91 Final 8
3.278 3.821 (R (Kp=35')
3.608 4.211 (R (Kp =36 )

29.34 29.23 Kp from S.
Mean Ep from

3.370 3.930 R (Ep =35.94')
Di8. obs. and

0.6% —0.5% comp. (R

E=1200 kev

0.743 0.901 1,590 3.20

~525% 525% 0 525/o 0 525%
.747 .906 1.598 3.22

.715 .860 1.516 3.004

.718 .888 1.605 3.209
36.60 35.92 36.05

=30', 35' 40' 45'=35 94'
.718 0.886 1.600 3.197

5.90 8.93. 10.32
0.525'Fo 0.525'Fo 0.52
5.93 8.98 10.37
5.511 8.43 9.87
5.897 9.02 10.56

36.08 35.93 35.72

5.874 8.98 10,52

4 0% 2.3% —0 1'Fo 0 7% 0.96% 0 0% 1 4'Fo

=15' 20' 25' 30' 35' 40' 45' 8=15' 20' 25' 30' 35 40 45

(R from HKPP
Corrections
Final R
R (Ep=38')
R (Kp=39')
Ep from (R

Mean Ep from

8 (Kp= 38.76')
Diff. obs. and

comp. 8,

E=1390 kev

0.777 1.080 2.196 4.59 8.23 12.74 14.88 (R from HKPP
.436% 0.436% 0 436% 0.436% 0 436% 0.436/o 0.436% Corrections

.780 1.085 2.206 4.61 8.27 12.80 14.94 Final 8.

.740 1.046 2.098 4.34 8.019 12.28 14.35 g. (Kp =43')

.747 1.086 2.214 4.602 8.506 13.01 15.21 8, (Kp= 44')
38.97' 38.93' 39.03' 38.51' 38.71' 38.69' Ep from 8

0~=30', 35', 40', 45'=38.76' Mean Ep from

.745 1.076 2.186 4.539 8.389 12.83 15.00 (R (Ep=44.02 )
Diff, obs. and

4 7% 0 8/o 0 9'Fo 1.6/o 1.4:% 0.2% 0 4% comp- 6i

E=1830 kev

0.884 1.661 3.862 8.24

.491% 0 460% 0 460% 0 491/o

.888 1.669 3.880 8.28

.851 1.598 3.676 7.86

.868 1.665 3.854 8.24
44.06' 44.14' 44.10'

O~ =30', 35', 40', 45'=44.02'
0.868 1.666 3.858 8.25

2-3% 0 2% 0 6% 0-4'Fo

15.04 23.12
0.460% 0.491%

15.11 23.23
14.53 22.18
15.26 23.25
43.79' 43.98'

27.28
0.460%

27.41
25.91
27.14

44.22'

15.27 23.27 27.16

Q =15' 20' 25' 30' 35' 40' 450 Q =15' 20' 25' 30' 35' 40' 45'

R from HKPP
Corrections
Final (R

(R (Kp=46 )
(R (Ep=47')
Ep from S
Mean Ep from

I, (Ep=46.18')
Diff. obs. and

comp. (R

E=2105 kev
0.993 2.098 4.95 10.54

.601% 0.601% 0.601% 0.601/o

.999 2.110 4.98 10.60

.963 2.058 4.926 10.584

.986 2.142 5.144 11.046
46.62' 46.25' 46.03'

8=30; 35', 40', 45'=46.18'
.967 2.073 4.965 10.657

19.98 29.1
0.601'Fo 0.601'Fo

20.10 29.3
19.562 29.75

20.403 31.02

46.64 45.64'

19.714 29.98

33% 1.7% 03% 06% 20% 23/o

35.0 (R from HKPP
0.601% Corrections

35.2 Final 8
34.72 8, (Kp= 47')
36.18 R (Kp=48')
46.40' Ep from (R

Mean Kp from

34.98 (R (Kp= 48.08')
Diff. obs. and

0.9% comp. (R

E=2392 kev
1.124 2.51 6.17 - 13.31
0 604% 0 604% 0 604%
1.131 2.52 6.21 13.38
1.055 2.428 5.924 12.76
1.083 2.524 6.173 13.29

47.96' 48.15' 48.17'
8=30', 35', 40', 45'=48.08'
1.085 2.532 6.193 13.33

24.4
0.511%

24.5
23.54

24.51
47.99'

37.4
0.511%

37.6
35.77
37.21
48.27'

42.9
0.604/o

43.2
41.71
43.37
47.90

24.59 37.33 43.50

4 2% 0 47% 0 44% 0 37% 0 37% 0 72% —0.69%

corrections at this angle are greater than this
amount and the evidence regarding higher phase
shifts at these energies is thus unaffected. At 880
kev somewhat larger effects are produced. But
even here they are practically negligible giving
0.3 percent at 20', 0.17 percent at 25', 0.06
percent at 30'. Inasmuch as one expects the
effects of higher phase shifts to increase with
energy, these effects at 880 kev have little inter-
est. According to Table VI the values of the
"Mean X0" would increase by 0.04' at 860
kev, 0.08' at 1830 kev and 0.10' at 2400 kev.
Such changes will affect the magnitude of the
interaction by 0.01 Mev for a -"square well"
of depth 10.5 Mev or 0.1 percent and will
shorten the range of force by an amount cor-
responding to an increase of o, in Ae "' by less
than 0.2. The fit to the data by a fixed potential

cannot be made consistently to this degree of
precision and such a small effect in the range is
of little interest. The difference between the
values obtained by the "current time" and "air
condenser" methods is seen to be insignificant
and the values obtained by the latter will be
disregarded from now on.

In Table XII the data of Heydenburg, Tuve
and Hafstad are analyzed. The arrangement is
similar to that used in Table XI. The table has
three sections for 670, 776 and 867 kev, respec-
tively. The observations of HHT have been made
at scattering angles differing by 2.5' from 0~ = 20'
to 0=45'. The observed values of R have been
plotted by HHT on a large scale and smooth
curves against scattering angle have been drawn
by them. The numbers in the first row for each
voltage in Table XII have been obtained from
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these curves. These numbers are then increased
by 0.43 percent so as to reduce the units to those
used in Eq. (3.4). Since the acceleration of
gravity is different in Washington from that in
Madison the 0.43 percent takes into account this
difference also. The value of the mean phase
shift in Table XII was computed as the arith-
metic mean of the values calculated from 0" =30',
35', 40', 42.5', 45'. In other respects this table
is just like Table XI. The percentage differ-
ence of observed and computed (R will be dis-
cussed after a consideration of the geometrical
corrections.

Corrections due to geometry of apparatus. —It is
seen that in all cases the experimental value of
(R for 0+=15' is higher than the computed
number by two percent or more. If the scattering
yield into the infinitesimal angular range is
f(0')dO' and if the actual spread is AO' then

f
8o+&8/2

f(o)do'/f(oo) ~0
8p—h8i2

=~+ (&o")'f"(o0)/24f(o0)

gives the ratio of the yield which should be
observed to that which would be expected from
the scattering at the average angle 00 through
the scattering range 60'. If f(0) is approximated

by const/0'' we may expect the experimental
values of f(00), omitting the correction for f",
to be too high by the factor

&+ (5/4) (~o/o')'.

In order to account for the systematic deviations
from expectation at = 15' without using higher
phase shifts this factor must be 1.033 which
calls for 60~=2.4'. For a defining slit of the
analyzing system 1.07 mm wide (slit A, Fig. 3
of paper by Herb, Kerst, Parkinson and Plain)
placed 28.2 mm from the hole of the counter each
point of the' hole receives protons through an
angular range of 2.2' which is of the correct
order of magnitude to account for the observed
effect. Since the average scattering angle is
different for different points in the hole the cor-
rection may be expected to be larger than the
above amount. On the other hand, some of the
scattering angles responsible for the protons
received' have the same values for different

points of the diaphragm.
The geometrical corrections have been worked

out approximately on the assumption that the
velocities of all the protons in the incident beam
are parallel to each other and perpendicular to
the edge of the slit of the analyzing system. This
assumption does not correspond to fact com-

TABI,E XII. Phase shift analysis of data of Heydenbgrg, Hafstad and TNve.

8=20' 25' 30' 35' 40' 42.5 45' 8=20' 25' 30' 35' 40' 42.5 45'

S from HHT
Corrections
Final R
S (Ko=24')
g, (Kp=25')
Ko from (R

Mean K„from

Q (Kp= 24.80')
DB.obs. and

comp. (R

0.654

.43%

.657

.653

.652

8=30',
.652

E=670 kev

0.600 0.730 0.980
.43% .43% .43%
~603 .733 .984
.600 .669 .899
.615 .721 1.010

24.20' 25.21' 24.77'
35', 40; 42.5', 45'=24.80'

0.612 0.711 0.988

1.330
0.43%
1.336
1.223

1.406
24.62'

1,482

0.43%
1.488
1.347
1.55.5

24.68'

1.545
o.43%
1.552
1.393
1.611

24.73'

1.369 1.513 1.567

0.8% —1.5% +3.1% -0.4% —2.4% —1.7% -1.0%

(R from HHT
Corrections
Final (R

R (Ko=27')
(R (Kp=28')
Kp from (R

Mean Kp from

5t(Ko= 27.42')
DiK obs. and

comp. (R

0.705

.43%

.708

.653

.657

8=30'
.651

E=776 kev

0.738 1'.078 1.584

.43% 0.43% 0.43%

.741 1.083 1.591

.698 0.976 1.550
,727 1.058 1.717

28.44' 28,30' 27.25'

35; 40; 42.5', 45'=27.42'
0.710 1.010 1.620

2.284

0.43%
2.294

2.275
2.540

27.07'

2.580
0.43%
2.591
2.542

2.842

27.16'

2.722

0.43%
2.734
2.641
2.954

27.30'

2.386 2.668 2.773

88% 44% 7.2% 18% 3 8% 29% 1.4%

8=20' 25' 30' 35' 40' 42.5' 45'

(R from HHT 0.738
Corrections .43%
Final (R .741
8 (Ko=29') .671
6t (Ko=30') .680
Kp from (R

Mean Kp from 0=30',
(R (Ko=29.41') .675
DiK. obs. and

comp. (R 9.8%

$=867 kev
0.852 1.360 2.324

~43% 0.43% 0.43%
.856 1.366 2.334
.816 1.300 2.209
.857 1.407 2.422

29.98' 29.62' 29.59'
35' 40' 42.5' 45'=29.41'

0.833 1.344 2.296

3.360
0.43%
3.374
3.315
3.650

29.18'

3.808
0.43%
3.824

3.717
4.093

29.40'

4.008
0.43%
4.025
3.866
4.259

29.40'

3.452 3.871 4.027

2.8% 1.6% 1.7% —2.3% —1.2% 0.05 jy
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pletely but the divergence of the beam is difficult
to estimate. The corrections for a very narrow
proton beam will be considered first and the
effect of the width of the beam will be taken into
account later. In Fig. 1 the hole in front of the
ionization chamber (hole c of paper by Herb
et al.) is in the plane OXF. The plane OXZ is
perpendicular to the slit face and goes midway
between the slit edges. The Y axis is made
parallel to the slit edges and the Z axis is made
to intersect the beam. The element dS receives
from the element dB

iX

Jy

FIG. i. Geometrical relations for the analyzing system.
The slit is slit A of Fig. 3 of paper of HKPP. Element of
area dS is in the plane of the round hole in front of ioniza-
tion chamber. The direction of scattered protons is shown
for specia1 case of just missing the slit edge. Angle x is
formed by normal to dS and distance R.

Xnar(O)R —' cos xdSdB

=Nn22(O) cos xdSdO'/R sin 0' (/)

protons, where N is the number of protons that
passed in the beam, n is the number of protons
per unit volume in the scattering gas, 22(O') is the
scattering cross section per unit solid angle, R is
the distance between dS and dB and y is the
angle between the normal to dS and R. The
dO is the change in 0 for fixed dS which corre-
sponds to the change dB. The scattering angle
for the point P(8=0) is called Op and the dis-
tance I'O=Rp. The slit width will be called 2b.
In the figure scattered protons pass just under
the upper slit edge. One has

cos y= (Rp Bcos Op)/R, —
R'= (Rp —8 cos Op)'+y'

+(x Bsin Op)', —

x y cp (Rp xcp) Rpcp
+ei ——,i-v

sp 2Rpsp ( sp sp2 ) sp

Rp —8 cos O~p 1 f xcp x cp
(1+ +

R sin Q~ Rpsp E Rpsp Ro so

cp2 —2 Pq

2Rp'sp' 2 j
and for the limits of & corresponding to the
slit edges

—x+b coy~
+

h 2Ro'sp

In these expansions, powers of P, x, y higher than
the second are neglected. Expanding e in powers
of P and integrating over dS one obtains for the
number of protons received

R2 sin2 QK (R sin Qp x cos 0 ) 2+y2

B=Rp cos O~p+x sin p
—(cos 0'/sin 0') [(Rp sin Op

—x cos 0'p) 2+y2]l,

() 1) %22 2b cpxav cp'(x')Av
Aar(Op) —1+ +

Ros h soRo so'Ro'

(xp)
+ (y')A, — +

2Rp's ' 6b' 2/2

&= 0—Op, cp =cos Op, sp =sin Op

one finds the approximate expansions valid to
second-order quantities in x, y, g

where (x, y) are the coordinates of dS. The
limits of integration for B are given by

x—B s1n Op x~6

Rp Bcos O~p—
Letting

e'(Op) xa„cp(y2)A„cp(xp)a„
+ ——+

22(Op) lt 2spRp' spRph

22"(Op) ( b' (x')a, y
+

~
+ I (& 2)

22(02) L6b2 2b' )

For a circular hole of radius u, (x ) a~
= (y')Av o /4.

The terms in xA, can be eliminated by setting the
counting system in symmetric positions with

respect to the incident beam and using the mean
of the counts so obtained. In the exoeriments of
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the error e in the determination of the beam
direction for 15' scattering is found from

&(Oo+ p) +f(OO+ p)xAv =AA(eo —p) —f(eo —p) XAv.

Denoting the argument 00 by subscript zero
this gives sufficiently accurately

p XAvfolpo v

where differentiation is denoted by the prime.
For low 0~0 Rutherford's formula can be used and
one has approximately

p= (xA, /h)(1+h/4Rp),

so that with the dimensions of the apparatus
used by Herb et aL. , ~ =—0.23' for xA„——0.1 mm;
The mean of the counts for settings 0~~~ e is to
within second-order quantities

01+gl+ plpl p +XAvflp

The fractional error introduced by xA„and e is
thus

with

fo
XA~'

I2
EJO

+1 +0 1

+lfo

f= llc/R ps Ar'/h—

Substituting this into the expression for 6 one
obtains

XAv ( Appcph Vl lrl h (el Cl 1—
—, i

11 Elpp SpRp ) 2lpl -Rp 4 Arlsl Sl

II-
&a ( &pcoh —1

/
. (7.3)

& +a's0RO )

Herb et al. the mean direction of the beam was
determined by finding by trial the two positions
or orientations of the collector system with
0=15' for which the scattering is the same.
Protons scattered symmetrically with respect to
this direction were counted and their mean was
used. This procedure admits of simultaneous
errors due to slightly incorrect 0'0 and due to the
presence of xA, . Since counts to both sides of the
beam have been used the first-order effects of,
these errors disappear. If we write

~(eo) I1+ I =~(O'p)+f(O'p)x" +a(HO)

The value used in the experiments is Oo ——15'.
On account of the smallness of this angle the
approximations o p'/Arp = —4/0~p, cp/sp ——1/0'p are
good enough. One then has

1 —Arocph/App soRo = 1+h/4Ro

If, in addition, the angle 0~~ is also sufficiently
small to make the scattering approximately
Rutherfordian and to have cl/sl ——1/Ol, then
orie has

ll = —10(xA,) 'h —'(1+h/4Rp) '0~ l
—'. (7 4)

For O~~ = 15', xA„——1 mm, h = 28.2 mm this
formula gives 8= —0.23 percent. If xA, is 0.1
mm the experimental values must be raised,
therefore, by about 0.2 percent and by about 0.1
percent at 0'~=20' at the lower energies for
which scattering at this angle is still roughly
following Rutherford's formula. For angles close
to 45' the scattering is approximately spherically
symmetric and is very nearly so at higher ener-
gies. In this region the cross section can be
approximated by

e=Xc,
where X is independent of the angle. With this
approximation the general formula for 8 gives
for the large scattering angles

(xA,)'( h q'
I

1+—Ih' 4 4RO)

1 h( 1) ( h
~ —+1—(1+—

I i
1+2, Rp Iv. SAP) l 4ROI

For O~ ——45', xA„——0.1 mm one obtains on sub-
stitution the quite negligible error —0.001(5)
percent. This estimate is not very accurate be-
cause the approximation +=ac is not very good
for the calculation of Ar"/o. Graphs of AA as a
function of 0 indicate that it is correct as to
order of magnitude. Checks on the mechanical
construction made by Herb et aL. after the scatter-
ing measurements showed that xA„0.01 mm
which decreases this error by 1/100.

Most of the quadratic terms in Eq. (7.2) have
negligible values for the experimental arrange-
ment. With Ro ——56 mm, h = 28.2 mm, c= 0.365
mm, 6=0.536 mm 0~0 ——15' the values of the
terms are in order of occurrence in Eq. (7.2)
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c 'a'/4s 'R '= 0.000148= 0.015 percent;

a'(c ' —2) /8Rp'sp' ———0.008 percent;

b—'/6h' = —0.006 percent;

—a'/Sh' = —0.002 percent.

Approximating ep'jap by —4/0, and ep"/ep by
20/Op' one has also

0'pep( a a
)
=0.090 percent;

EFos o (8Ro 4R ph )
go" ( 52

+——
)
= 2.35 percen, t.

ep E6h2 8h2)

The last correction is the largest. It represents
the effect of the curvature of the plot of o against
O~ which was discussed qualitatively by means of
the approximate formula

1+(5/4) (AO/0)'

The sum of the above corrections is 2.4 percent.
The observed scattering may be expected to be
too high by this amount for the geometry used
at 0=15' if the incident proton beam is very
narrow and if the correction 8 due to a possible
dissymmetry of the counter hole and counter
slit is negligible. For small scattering angles at
low energies this error is approximately propor-
tional to the inverse square of the scattering
angle. For high energies the scattering differs
markedly from Rutherford's even at 0 =20' and
the correction term (ep"/ep)(bP/6h'+a'/Sh') is
then much smaller than at O~ = 15'. If e is plotted
against 0+ for To=47.95 at 2392 kev, Xo ——43.92'
at 1830 kev, Zp ——29.25' at 860 kev and e"/o is
estimated graphically at 0~=20' the correction
term (op"je ) (b'/6h'+a'/Sh') is estimated to be
at this angle 0.2 percent at 2392 kev, 0.6 percent
at 1830 kev, 1.4 percent at 860 kev.

On account of the finite width of the beam
there are additional corrections which will now
be estimated. Fixed coordinates X, Y will be
used in the plane of the hole with origin at the
foot of the perpendicular from the center of the
beam as shown in Fig. 2. The filaments in the
beam will be specified by coordinates o., P with

P parallel to F and n in the direction shown in
the figure. The distance from the hole to the
center of the beam will be called r. The distance

(1/Rp)A„= 1/r+(a )p„/(r 'sin O~p)

= 1/ r+ p'/(4 r"' sin' 0'p).

This introduces the fractional error

pp/(4rp sjnp O~ )

For p=1.25 mm, r"=56 mm at O~o=15' it is
0.00184=0.18 percent but for p=2.50 mm it is
0.72 percent. In addition corrections arise from
an increase in the averaged (y')&„. One has

(y') p =(I")A+(P')p =(a'+ p')/4

On account of the extra term in p'/4 there is the
additional fractional error

cp —2 0'p Cop
p

2+
8r2so2 8&oso r

With the above values of p, r", o the first term
is —0.10 percent for p = 1.25 mm, —0.40 percent
for p=2.50 mm; the second term using the ap-
proximation ep'/ep ———4/Op is —0.4 percent for
p = 1.25 mm and —1.4 percent for p = 2.50 mm.
For the larger of these beam widths the total
error at O~o=15' due to beam width is —0.90
percent and for the smaller beam width it is
—0.28 percent. Since the beam width is not
accurately known it is impossible to set close
limits on this error.

The major part of the negative error caused by
beam width is due to the term in prp'/prp. It is

from the point I' to the hole will be called Rp.
The point I' is the intersection of the beam fila-
ment with the plane perpendicular to the slit
face and passing midway between the slit jaws.
The central filament of the beam is AB. The
filament over which averaging is performed is
I'Q. Eq. (7.2) will be averaged over different
positions of PQ by letting

x=X, y= Y—P, Rp ——r+n/sin Op.

The averaging will be carried out on the assump-
tion that the center of the beam is in line with
the center of the hole. The effect of lack of such
alignment is partially taken care of in the discus-
sion of 6. The cross section of the beam will be
supposed to be circular of radius p and the proton
density will be supposed to be uniform within
this cross section. One has
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FrG. 2. Geometrical relations used for estimating effect
of width of incident beam. Coordinate system o., P is us«
for designating diferent filaments of the beam. Coordinate
system X, Y describes position of dS.

a result of the increase in the average scattering
angle caused by the lateral extension of the
proton stream. For high energies ep'/eo at
Op ——20' is much less than it would be on Ruther-
ford's formula and this part of the error is cor-
respondingly smaller. The value of eo'/eo was
estimated graphically. One obtains in this way
the values given in Table XIII.

The numbers in the column under "sum"
should be compared with va, lues of (ep"/eo)
X(b'/6g'+a'/8h') which are 0.2 percent at 2392
kev, 0.6 percent at 1830 kev, 1.4 percent at 860
kev for 0"=20' and 2.3 percent for 0=15'. The
riet expected error due to the above causes may
be thus expected to be between one percent and
two percent for 0=15'.

The divergence of the incident proton beam
also introduces an error the order of magnitude
of which will now be estimated. The finiteness of
the angular opening of the analyzing system will

be neglected and the beam will be supposed to
be very narrow. The angle made by the direction
of protons which are being counted with the

If the foil in front of the first hole of the col-
limating system acts as a source of protons then
the chance of protons leaving an element of area
in the foil and passing through an element of
area of the last hole of the collimating system is

nearly proportional to the product of these
elements of area. Introducing rectangular coor-
dinates (x&, y&)(xm, ym) in the foil and in the last
hole with origins on the axis of symmetry one
has

&'= L(xi —xm)'+ (yi —y2)']/L',

where I is the distance between the foil and the
last hole. By averaging this expression over the
two circles it is seen that

where
(&')A, = (&2+4')/2,

8g ——ag/L, 6g =a2/L

with u~, a2 standing for the radii of first and last
hole of the collimating system. The angle 0& is
subtended by the radius of one hole at a point
in the other hole. For small scattering angles one
obtains thus approximating e by const. /0'

(e/s)A~/(e/s)p= 1+25(82+82 )/80~

mean direction before scattering will be called
Op. The angle between the mean direction of the
beam and the line of motion of the proton before
scattering will be called 8. One finds discarding
effects of higher order than the second in 8 for
an axially symmetric beam that

(+/s)A (so/so)+((~ )A/4)
X L(co/so) (&/s) o + (+/s) ]

TABLE XIII. Errors due to beam width.

1.25 mm

2.50 mm

1.25 mm

2.50 mm

15'

15'

20'

20

p'2

4r2S 2

0.18%

.72%

.11%

4

Cpm
—2

pm
Sr'sp'

0.10'Fo

06

0'p Cpb~

8(Jp8 pr

0.36'Fo

—1.42%

—0.02
05'Fo—.17%

69'Fo

SUM

0.28'Fo

0.03%

—.02%

(KEv)

2392
1830
860

2392
1830
860

2392
1830
860

2392
1830
860
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With ai ——1.08 mm, a2 ——1.40 mm, I.=15 cm, the
measurements should be too high, because of
the divergence of the beam, according to the
above formula by 0.6(3) percent at 0=15'. lt
may be, however, that the original direction of
the beam is partly preserved. If so, the above
estimate is an upper limit to the error.

It should finally be mentioned that deviations
of the incident beam from the plane of the scat-
tering chamber may increase the scattering angle
and decrease the yield. Professor Herb has
estimated the magnitude of this error and finds
it to be negligible.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge our indebted-
ness to Professor Herb for discussions concerning
the construction and operation of the apparatus
which have helped in the work of this section.
Dr. S. S. Share has kindly checked the geo-
metrical relations and other formulas.

Possible presence of p and d wave anomalies
Upper limits for their effect on Xo.—The geo-
metrical corrections just discussed appear to be
sufficiently large to account for the consistently
too high values at (~) =15 . For X1=—0.04=
—2.29' one expects the following contributions
to R listed in Table XIV. The largest effects in

I, are seen to be for 0=30'. It appears fair to
claim that at 2392 kev the observations indicate
a scattering agreeing within two percent with
prediction in the vicinity of =25' when only
an s wave anomaly is used. This sets a provisional
upper limit of (0.123/1.03)2.29'=0.27' on ~Xi~
at 2400 kev. At 1830 kev an upper limit of
two percent in scattering at 0= 25' gives
(0.0772/0. 87)2.29'=0.20' as the upper limit of
~Z~ ~. At 860 kev it appears safer to claim three
percent which gives (0.0243/0. 55)2.29'=0.10'
for the upper limit. The data of HHT shown in
Table XII indicate the possible presence of an
excess of actual scattering from 0=20' to
0" =30' over that expected for a pure s anomaly.
The order of magnitude of the excess in R at this
angle at 800 kev is from Table XII, 0.050 which
corresponds roughly to Z& ———0.2'. It appears to
be premature, however, to conclude that this is a
real effect because at 0~=40' the experimental
values are below the values expected using only
Xp. Since no such effect is apparent in the data of
HKPP and since its theoretical explanation

TABLE XIV. Contributions to (R=P/P~ die to phase shift
XI= —Z.ZP'.

Z (KEV) '8 = 15 20 25'

2400 0.45 0.77 1.03
1830 0.39 0.65 0.87
800 0.25 0.41 0.53

30o 35o

1.10 0.82
0.92 0.69
0.55 0.41

40 45o

030 0
025 0
0.15 0

would require a somewhat complicated superposi-
tion of effects due to p and d waves it appears sim-
plest at present to reserve judgment as to its
origin. It is planned to analyze the data of HHT
using observed counts rather than graphically
interpolated values and to eliminate in this way
personal judgment present in the above analysis.
The geometrical effects are more difficult to esti-
mate in the apparatus of HHT since settings at
~O were not taken for each point so that first-
order effects in xA„could remain. It should be
noted that it is not easy to distinguish with the
present experimental accuracy the effects of
X1 from those of X2 and that the effects of X~
can be very important for the final conclusions
about the range of force if E2 is large enough. In
Table XV is shown the effect of X2 at 2400 kev.
In the first row (I) are listed the values of the
change in the ratio to Mott (A(R)q=(DP)2/Pjr
due to X2 ——1' for Xp ——48'. In the second row
(II) are listed the values of 1+(AP) 0/(APsr) = 6tp

which would be the ratios to Mott if this X2 were
absent. The sum of the numbers in rows I.and
II is the expected ratio to Mott for Xp=48',
X2 ——1'.The third row contains values of the ratio
to Mott for Xp ——45.349', X~ ——0. This value of Xp
was taken so as to give a value of (R for 0+ =45'
equal to that for Xp=48', X2——1'. The angular
distribution of 6t expected for Xp ——45.349'
differs relatively little from that for Xp ——48',
X~=1'. The difference between the values of R
that would hold for E'p=48', Z2=1' and those.
for Xp=45.349', X2 ——0 is recorded in the last
row of the table. Comparison of these numbers
with those in the second row of Table XIV shows
that deviations from the angular distribution
expected for s scattering are rather similar for
small E1 and X2. Allowing for a deviation of two
percent from scattering expected for a pure s
anomaly for 0~=25' at 2400 kev one would set
an upper limit on ~Zq~ of (0.123/0.81)'=0.15'
which according to line I of Table XV would
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limit the error in 1+(6(R)p at 0=45' to &0.6(7)
or ~1.5 percent in scattering. According to
Table VI the value of Eo would be in error by
~0.4'. Such an error would not affect seriously
conclusions about the comparison of the proton-
proton and proton-neutron interaction that are
made below and it would only affect slightly
conclusions about the range of force if this X~
were present at 2400 kev but ixot at 860 kev. One
expects X& to vary at least as fast as E'". At
1000 kev the upper limit for IXpl is thus pre-
sumably 0.15'/(2. 4)'"=0.017'. At this energy
Xi ——1' produces an effect of —1.2(Xp ——32',
Xp= 1') on the ratio to Mott at 0=45' so that
the expected error is ~0.022 in R which

~0.2 percent in the 'scattering and causes a
negligible error in this energy range.

In the above discussion Table XV was used.
The effect of a finite change in Xp(=1') was
computed for it. The changes in X~ which have
been considered for the discussion of experi-
mental data are much smaller than 1'. The linear
interpolation used may, therefore, be ques-
tioned. A calculation of

8(R (B(R/BXp) (7(R

BXp ( B(R/p7Xp) s=4p'plKp

shows that the last row of the table can be used
for linear interpolation to obtain the effect of a
very. small X2 to within a few percent. The last
number ( —4.41) in the first row is then taken
place of by (p((Rp/BXp)4,'/57. 3= —4.53 and is
sufficiently accurate. At small scattering angles
the above formula gives values about ten percent
higher than the numbers in ihe first row. These,
however, are not needed in the above discussion
since the determination of Xo relies on the scat-
tering angles from 30' to 45'. Theoretical
estimates of X~ from the Gauss or exponential
type of potential indicate that it is of the order
of 0.01' at 2400 kev, i,e. , roughly 0.1 of the value
used above. If such estimates apply when con-

10

8 =45

2
EM"

8-40

v 35

0
1.0

t EFFEC1 OF Ks 2

1.4 1.8
E IMev)

2.2

F&G. 3. Observed and computed scattering on assump-
tion. of pure s scattering anomaly for 0=45', 40', 35 .
Ordinates give ratio to Mott divided by the square of
the energy. Abscissae give the energy. Observations of
HKPP are represented by circles; those of HHT by large
upright crosses. The diagonal circles give values computed
using the mean X0 of Tables XI and XII. The effect of
E&= —2' is roughly indicated by the length of the arrows.

stant potentials are used one may expect the
effect on Xo to be 0.03' which is negligible in

the applications made below.
In Figs. 3, 4 and 5 the agreement between

expectation from a pure s scattering anomaly and
observations can be seen in a different way. The
curves are drawn for R/BM, ' as ordinate and

EM, as abscissae. The ordinate varies in nearly
the same way with energy as the observed scat-
tering. The curves are drawn through the diag-
onal crosses for which values of (R have been
computed with the "mean Eo" derived from
experiment and tabulated in the last column of
Tables XI, XII..The circles represent the experi-
mental points of Herb et aI. and the upright large
crosses are the experimental points of Tuve et al.
There is a surprising absence of systematic
deviations of the experimental points from the
curves as one goes to higher energies indicating
the probable correctness of the interpretation
using a pure s scattering anomaly. In Fig. 3 the
effect of X;= —2' is roughly indicated by the

TABLE XV. Specs of E2 a,t Z400 ken.

Ko

48o ]o
48' 0
45.349' 0

(a N). =0.054
0 ——1.085
+,0 = 1.014

0.12

gpo

0.165
2.534
2.279
0.42

25o

0.148
6.20
5.54
0.81

30o

—0.34
13.34
11.94
1.06

35'

—1.63
24.59
22.06
0.9

4p'

—3.45
37.35
33.56
0.34

45o

—4.41
43.52
39.11
0.00

I
II

III
I+I I —I I I
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2.0 1.0

EFFECT O. K,=-l

1.5

8=25 EFFECT 3f Ks 1

1,0 1.4 18
E (Mev)

2.2
0

1.0 14
E (Mev)

16 2.2

FIG. 4. Observed and computed scattering on assumption
of pure s scattering anomaly for 0=30', 25', Notation is
the same as in Fig. 3. The effect of El ———1' is roughly
indicat;ed by the length of the arrows.

FM. 5. Observed and computed scattering on assumption
of pure s scattering anomaly for 0~=20 . Notation is the
same as in Fig. 3. The effect of Xl= —1' is roughly
indicated by the length of the arrows.

length of the arrow and in Figs. 4 and 5 the same
is done for one-half of the effect of E~= —2'
which is roughly the effect of X&———1'. The
agreement between the two groups of experi-
menters is seen to be very good for the scattering
angles 45', 40', 35' but at 30', 25', 20' the ob-
servations made in Washington give higher
values than those in Madison. The practice of
averaging observations made at +0~ and —O~

which was followed by Herb et al. is an argument
for assigning more weight to their measurements
at the smaller angles. This leads to the cancel-
lation of first-order errors as has been discussed
under "geometrical corrections. " The origin of
the discrepancy is not known, however, and it
would be desirable to have further observations
on this point. The apparent absence of X~ at
the higher energies will be discussed again in the
"Concluding Remarks. "

III. CALcULATIQN oF THE PQTENTIALs

1. The proton-neutron interaction

The scattering cross section of slow neutrons
by protons determines the interaction potential
for the antiparallel spin orientation ('S state)
when account is taken of the scattering in the '5
condition. The experimental material is com-
plicated by the effect of chemical binding of the
protons to other atoms in hydrogen containing
substances. The Fermi correction" for this
binding has been discussed by several authors

1 E. Fermi, Ricerca Scient. 7, II, 13 (1936);H. A. Bethe,
Rev. Mod. Phys. 9, . 71 (1937); N. Arley, Proc. Danish
Academy 16, 1 (1938). We are indebted to Prof. Wigner
for discussions concerning these questions.

and will not be gone into critically here. Even
though its complete quantitative justification is
doubtful, there is some experimental evidence for
its approximate validity through measurements
of the scattering cross section for neutrons having
several volts energy. Thus Carroll and Dunning'7
obtain 6.59)& 10 "cm' as the lower limit for the
collision cross section of neutrons having zero
energy while unpublished measurements of V. W.
Cohen and H. H. Goldsmith" indicate that the
collision cross section for the Rh band neutrons
is 20&(10 '4 cm' which would change Carroll and
Dunning's figure to 80 g 10 '4 cm' if Fermi's
factor four were applicable. The difference
between 65.9 and 80&(10 "cm' is not of primary
importance for the determination of the 'S
interaction and allowance will be made for such
variations in the experimental results.

The scattering cross section of a zero energy
neutron having a statistical spin orientation with
a free proton will be called o-„,„. One has

40 7r„= 127rG3 +47rCy .

Here the quantity a is the intercept on the axis
of r of the tangent to the graph of Ii against r,
where r is the distance between proton and
neutron. The tangent is taken at a sufficiently
large distance to make the interaction negligible.
The radial function is F/r and the a's will be
positive if the tangent cuts the axis to the left
of the origin. The values of a for triplet and
singlet states, respectively, are a3(0, a»0. For

H. Carroll and J. R. Dunning, Phys. Rev. 54, 541
(1938);V. W. Cohen and H. H. Goldsmith, Phys. Rev. 55,
597(A) (1939).
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r&ro the graph of I" against r is a straight line so that r can be increased indefinitely without am-
biguity in the meaning of u. One has

(Fdr/dF) rp a—+—rp (8.1)

Square wells. —For "square wells" the potential energy has the constant amount —D for r &ro
and is zero for r &ro. For the triplet state one obtains

where

Dp m' 2 4 (32 8 ) ( 320 32'+-+1—+i ———)x+i — +—)x'+ "
E, 4x' x ~' Kp.4 3m') 4 ~P ~4&

2.4674 2
+—+0.59472+0.05832' —0.00434''+

x' x

x= (—M E/ph')'r

(8.2)

(8.3)

which gives with the fundamental constants chosen

@=0.3126(rpmc /e )(—Ep/mc )&=0 4370(rpmc /e )(—Ep/Mev)&.

The energy of the deuteron is denoted by Ep(= —2.17 Mev). For this value x=0.643p rpmc'/e'. The
series of Eq. (8.2) is sufficiently accurate for the calculation of Dp with known Ep and assumed rp

for values of ro 2.8X10 "cm. The intercept a3 can be expressed as

ap= —ro[1+(x+cpx'+cpx'+' ' ') ']
with

2 16 5
c2 = » c3—————0.20264, c4= ——+ =0.08905; c5 =, 0.0419.

m4 2~'

This formula is good to about 0.2 percent for rp e'/mc'. One obtains

12m.apP ——12m ( —AP/ATE, )[1+x+(3/4 —2cp) xP+ (c,—2c4)xP+ ~ ~ ~ ]
(8.4)=3.058 X 10 "(—mc'/Ep) [1+x+0.34472x'+0.02454xP —0.0117x4+ ]cm'

The first two terms in the brackets have been given by Wigner. ' For rp eP/mc—'—the last two terms
give nine percent of the first two. The terms omitted in the above formula for 12xaP decrease its
value by about 0.1 percent for rp e'/mc' as is found from exact solutions.

For the singlet state one has to determine the depth D~ from a knowledge of a~ which results from
the experimental 0, and the computed 12ma32. With

one finds
xl rp/(a1+rp) (8.5)

M m' 4 ( 8 32' ( 320 32)
s~'= —D~rp'= ——»~ ——x~'+

I
—I»'+

)
— +—~x~'+ "

aP 4 ~' &3~' ~4i i ~P ~4&
(8.6)

which becomes with the adopted choice of fundamental units

DJ —5.233s '(e'/rpmc') ' Mev

= 5.233(2.4674 —2X ~
—0.40528'~' —0.05832XP —0.00434X&' — ~ ) (e'/r pmc') ' Mev. (8.6')

~8 E. signer, Zeits. f. Physik 83, 2S3 (1933).
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This series converges rapidly, the approximate value of x& being 0.1. The third term in brackets is
about 0.2 percent of the whole. The series has been checked by comparing the results with solutions
obtained by means of trigonometric tables. The use of the above series is simple and convenient.
The quantity x& is positive for a virtual level since a& is positive. For a real and only slightly stable
level x~ is negative.

The calculation of the depth of the square well which corresponds to a given value of the scattering
cross section by means of Eqs. (8), (8.5), (8.6) is closely related to the customary use of the virtual
level. The energy of the latter may be defined as a positive energy Z& such that if the energy of the
singlet state is —Z~ and if Ii is regular at r=0 then

d F/Fdr = (MEi/fi')»; (E= —Ei). (8.7)

At zero energy (thermal neutrons) one has then approximately

d F/Fdr = (MEi/fi') '* —MroEi/(2k') = 1/(ai+ro)

since B/BE(BF/FBr) Mro/—2h' when the phase at ro m./2. Hence

and

a, =h(ME, )-» —ro/2

47rgi2 —4~($2/ME1)[1 (ME1/$2)»ro]

which is the customary formula for the scattering cross section in terms of Ej. It should be noted
that in order to obtain this form it was necessary to assume that Eq. (8.7) holds at E= Ei and not-
at the energy of the virtual level.

The quantity x& is related to E& in the present approximation by

Xi=ro/(ai+ro) =ro(MEi)»/Ii ro'MEi/(2—h')

so that the depth Di is given by (see Eq. (8.6))

~'h' ( 8 x2k2 4
Di=

~
1 ——xi+

~

= ——(EiDi)»,
4Mro' E ~' ) 4Mro'

(8.8)

the latter form being directly obtainable" from the definition of Ei. Eq. (8.8), useful as it is for rapid
estimates, is not quite accurate enough for the calculations needed here. On the other hand, Eq.
(8.6') is sufficiently accurate and avoids the introduction of a virtual level which is seen to be
artificial when the range of force is of importance in the correction for range in the cross section.

Expamsiori for wells of any shape For th.—e Gauss error potential the wave equation was solved by
numerical integration. In order to have a check on the accuracy of the numerical work the values of
the logarithmic derivative of the function needed in the determination of the proton-proton and
proton-neutron potentials were checked against each other also by using a power series expansion.
The method consists in obtaining a power series in K —Ko, X—Xp, p —po for dry, ' Jidx=y where F is the
solution, regular at @=0, for

O' F/dx'+ [~+) q (x)+»ix(x) jF= Q.

Eliminating Ii one obtains the Riccati equation

dy/dx+y'+ ii+ X»o(x) +»ix(x) = Q.

"H. A. Bethe and R. F. Bacher, Rev. Mod. Phys. 8, 82 (1936).
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For fixed x the value of y is a function of ~, X, p. Partial differentiation with respect to these quan-
tities will be designated by suffixes as follows

y), = By/8X, yp„——8'y/BMu.

Differentiating the above differential equation successively one obtains ordinary differential equa-
tions for these derivatives:

dy„/dx+2yy„+1 = 0, dy. ~/dx+2yy. ~+2y.y~= o,

dy„„/dx+2yy„„+2y„'=0, dy„z„/dx+2yy. z„+2yxy„.+2y„y.z+2y.y&„=0.

For x=0 the function F should be a power series in x beginning with a term of power i. Therefore,

y(0) =1

independently of ~, X, p. Hence

y. (o) =y~(0) = =y.~.(0) =o.

The values of y„, etc. are, therefore, determined by the above linear differential equations and these
boundary conditions. One obtains

x wg

y„= —F ' F'dx; y),
———F '-F'ydx; y„= —F ' F'ydx;

0 0 0

y„„=—2F ' y 'F'dx y„),———2F ' y„y&F'dx;
t 0 0

y))) = —6F y~y~~F'dx; y~~, = —F ' (4y~y~, +2y~'y, )F'dx;

y.~.= —2& -' (y.y&„+y&,y.,+y,y.~) F'dx;

y.~,.= —2F ' (y,y~„+y~y„.+y.y.~+y,y.~,+y.~y,.+y.,y~, +y-y~, )F'dx.

The last formula applies to a differential equation including a. fourth linear parameter v. From the
last formula one obtains the other derivatives of the fourth order by equating indices in y„),„,. The
y, ) . . . can be evaluated by means of the above formulas with numerical quadratures, and the needed
values of F and y can be obtained from one numerical integration for F. The formulas for the first-
order derivatives have apparently been given for the first time by BCP where they have been obtained

.by a slightly different method. . In Wigner's Princeton lectures for 1936 the same formulas for first-
order derivatives are obtained from Riccati s equation which suggested the extension to higher
derivatives made here. An obvious extension to parameters entering nonlinearly can be made and is
used for Eq. (12) below.

Formulas for neutron proton potenti-al for the Gauss error typeinteraction. —In the calculation of the
proton-neutron potential use can be made of the simplication due to the fact that experiments are
concerned with zero energy. The wave function is, therefore, practically a linear function of the
distance beyond the region where the Gauss error function potential has an appreciable value. The
effect on y of a change in the potential can be calculated for any distance greater than this and its
effect on the collision cross section will be the same. It may be expected, therefore, that this distance
can be eliminated from the calculations. In order to do this the distance will be made infinite. In
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nuclear units the differential equation for the Gauss error potential and zero energy is

doF/dr'+He ~"'F=Q.

Substituting x=rnl one has

d' F/d x'+2 p(x)F=0; p(x) =e-**; 3 =A/n, (10.1)

which is of the form of Eq. (9). The intercept on the r axis is called a. It is connected with the col-
lision cross section of neutrons with free protons by

o- = 4m@'

and with properties of Fby Fdr/d F=a+r. In terms of x one has for any x beyond which rp is negligible

y =dF/Fdx = (x+an') (10.2)

It will be supposed that y has been modified to be exactly zero beyond a certain distance. The
limiting value of the result for an infinite value of this distance will be taken at the end of this cal-
culation. To every 2 there corresponds a definite value of the intercept and hence also of an' which
by Eq. (10.2) determines y. One has thus asymptotically for large x:

y —yo (aono* —anl)x ', (10.3)

where y, a correspond to X, n and yp, ap to Xp, np. By the method explained for Eq. (9) one may expand

y —yp as

y —yo= (~—&o)y~+o(& —&o)'y~~+ o(&—&o)'y~~), +
where y)„y),q, y) ),), are to be evaluated for X=Xp. This series can be calculated for a finite x and can
be used directly in the above form as has been done in some of the calculations for interchecks
between numerical integrations. The limiting form of the series will now be worked out for x~ ~.
For finite x outside the potential hole one has

y„= —I (x+a, i)n Fp'(x) pp(x) dx, (10.4)

where Fp(x) is the solution of Eq. (10) regular at x=0 evaluated for Xp. The solution Fp is normalized
so as to have outside the potential hole:

I' p
——x+ap~p". (10.5)

Similarly

gQ S

y&, x= —2(x+aono') ' Fo'yz'dx+ F IPo( +xa o)no'dx .
~ p XQ

Here xp(x and xp is also outside the potential hole. From Eq. (10.5) the last term can be integrated
and gives

Ig'( + xp pal)n-'—+Ig'( p+xp pal) n'

The sum

$0

J Fo'y&, 'dx+»'(xo+aonp') '
p
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must be independent of xp since y&), does not depend on it. One has thus

y~) = —2(x+aono'*) st Is —Iss/(x+apnp&)],

where

~00 xp

Is= Fo y). dx= Fo y) dx+Is /(xo+aono').
p p

(10.6)

The object of expressing I& as a sum is only that of having a form convenient for numerical evalu-
ation. Proceeding similarly for yzzz it is found that

where

ys) ) = —6(x+an&) t Is —2IsIs(x+aono~) +Iz (x+aono') ],

00 xp

Is= Fo'y), y~~dx= Fo'y~y~), dx+2I), Is(xo+aono') ' —Iss(xo+aono')
s p p

Substituting the values of yz, y),z, y), ~z into the Taylor expansion and equating for large x the
governing terms in x ' one obtains with Eq. (10.3)

an& —apno& = Ig(X —Xo) +Is(0 —0 0)0+Is(0 —0 0) '+ (10.8)

which is convenient for the calculation of an& for different 2 using a single numerical integration for
Xp. The above series can be inverted and gives them

~0= (an apnp )Il I2I1 (an apnp ) + (2I2 I1Is)I1 (an apnp*) + ' ' '
t

which determines X through a and a. One obtains in this way for Xp ——2.35 evaluating the integrals
at x=3.5 for the Gauss-error potential

A/n =X= 2.35+0.037032(an: —apnpl) 0 004—102. (an& apnp&—) +0 000454. (an' apn0&—)' ~ ~ ~ ' —(10.9)

@pep& = 7.9535.

This formula becomes poor for large a but is convenient for the values indicated by present experi-
mental material. The choice Xp ——2.35 was made so as to be able to start a corresponding expansion
for proton-proton calculations.

It is also useful to have the following expansion for y as a power series in 1—Xp for Xp ——2.35, x =3.5,

y =0.08731—0.2059(X—Xo) —0.1303(2—0.0)
' —0.0847 (0.—0 p)

' ~ (at x= 3.5)

which can be used with Eq. (10.2) for the calculation of a. This series has been checked against a
direct numerical integration for 1=2.25 which gave (dF/Fdx), 0.0 ——0.10668. Exactly the same value
is obtained by means of the series the successive terms contributing 0.08731+0.02059 —0.00130
+0.00008 =0.10668,

A slight error is made by extending the numerical integration to finite rather than infinite values
of x. This error can be estimated using the formula for y& already explained. Using x= g instead of
x = 00 in the calculations amounts to neglecting the part of 0) in g (x( n) . The first-order correction
due to taking into account 00 from $ to q is
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where apnpl is the value obtained for an'* by breaking the potential off at $, and yp(it) is the value of
y(it) obtained in the same way. On the other hand,

()- ()=-( '-
o o')/(+ ')(+ o o')

Comparing the two values of y(it) —yp(it) for infinite it one has the first-order correction

anl —apnp' ——& (x+apnp&)'pp(x)dx.

For pp(x) =e *' this becomes approximately

anl ap—npl= (0 /2P)(g+apnp&)'e &'. (10.91)

For 0 =2.35, )=3.5, apnpi=7. 95 this estimate gives (an& —apnp&)/apnp&=2. 7X10 'which is negligible.
Irttercomparison of numerical integrations In o.—rder to avoid unknown cumulative errors in

numerical integrations the series solutions have been carried out in a few cases to x=1 and the
cumulative effect of the term in 8'F" has been taken into account. The integration from x=1 to
higher values has been carried out at intervals of 0.1 in x. For the numerical integrations used for
proton-proton scattering the series solution usually stopped at x 4. An intercheck between the
numerical integrations for proton-proton scattering for n=20, A =47.17, X=200 kev, r=2.00288,
x =2.8000 was made with the numerical integration used for proton-neutron scattering with X= 2.35.
The differential equation for the proton-proton functions is

d'P/dx'+ (0 e "—P/x+y) g =0

and P=0.06990, y=0.009773, X=2.3585 have been used. With these values the direct numerical
integration gave dg/gdx=0. 15250. The first-order corrections are

y&bX+y p8p+y, 8y = —0.00198+0.08258 —0.01668=0.06392.

The second-order corrections are

piyzz(bX)P+ ipyee(bP)'+ ipy»(by)'+yips, bP+y&, N. by+ye„bPby = —0.000008 —0.00764

—0.00020+0.00049 —0.00007+0.00238 = —0.00505.

The numbers are given in the same order as symbols. Most of the third-order corrections are neg-
ligible, only five being large enough to affect y(x) in the fifth place. These are

pyeee(bP)'+ pyeev(bP)'by+ pyeei(bP)'b~+ pye»bP(bv)'+6yev»Pbv»=o ooo86 oooo14—
—0.000045+0.000025+0.000025 =0.00072.

Not all of the fourth-order corrections have been taken into account but the following give appre-
ciable effects:

(1/24) yeeee(bP) 4+ —'pyeee, (bP) 'by+ —

p'yeses�(bP)

'bX = —0.000099—0.000019—0.000006 = —0.00012.

The value of y for X=2.35, P= p=0 by numerical integration is 0.09315. The expected value of y
for 1=2.3585, P=0.06990, y=0.009773 is, therefore,

0.09315+0.06392 —0.00505+0.00072 —0.00012 =0.15262.

This is to be compared with y=0.15250 obtained by numerical integration for these 3, P, y. The
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error in xdg/gdx due to the remaining discrepancy is 0.00034. The corresponding error in Xo is
given by

/xdFq (xdg C o*q ' BXOI=-C "Co'I
(Fdx) (Qdx 4 0 ) sin' Xo

In the present case it is —2.6BXp. The error 0.00034 in xdP/Qdx produces therefore BX0———0.00013
= —0.007'. At this energy such an error corresponds to roughly 0.2 percent error in scattering
and is considerably below possible accuracy of an experiment. At higher energies the experimental
accuracy is higher but here also an accuracy of 0.01' in Ko is sufficient.

2. Coulomb e6'ect for square wells

The depth of the square well inside of which the Coulomb repulsion between two protons is
assumed to act must be somewhat greater than if this repulsion is supposed to exist only outside the
well. It is necessary to take this effect into account because it amounts to about 0.8 Mev and affects,
therefore, the comparison between proton-proton and proton-neutron interactions. In the work of
BCP the effect of the Coulomb repulsion inside the potential hole was taken into account by two
different methods. In the first method the wave functions inside the hole have been computed taking
into account the Coulomb repulsion and using power series. This method is somewhat laborious.
In the second method the first-order effects on the logarithmic derivative due to introducing the
Coulomb repulsion and due to increasing the depth of the hole have been taken into account. This
gave rise to the formula

g2 (sin' s/s) ds

s&n' ader

e's[ln 2s+0.5772 —Ci(2s)]
Ci(x) =—

r p(s —sin s cos s)

cos Q
dQ,

(11)
s = [2ph '(D+E')]', ro ——0.4371(rome'/e') (D+F') l(Mev)

The two methods agreed to within the accuracy desired then. The requirements for precision in the
calculations are higher now on account of improvements and extensions in the experiments. The
second method has been extended, therefore, so as to include second- and third-order effects. The
differential equation is

(11.1)

Here it is convenient to set

P, = 2 pe'/h', y, =dg//dr. (11.11)

For fixed r and 8 the quantity y, is a function of D, P, . Using the formulas previously described in
connection with the Gauss error potential one obtains

By, C+ in 2s —Ci(2z)

BP, 2 sin' s
C=0.577216

By,

BD

p(s —sin s cos s)

s sgn
~, = (2p(Z'+D)h ')'*

(11.12)

The values of these derivatives correspond to P, =0. Similarly, letting
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z

IDD ——(sin z) '(z —sin z cos z)'dz,

z

Ipn = (sin z) '[C+ In 2z —Ci(2z) ](z—sin z cos z)dz,
~

p

(11.13)

z

Ipp (sin——z) '[C+In 2z —Ci(2z)]'dz,

~PP ~ O'B P~PD
0

)

BP,' 2a, sin' s BP,BD h'~, ' sin' s BD'
0

h4a, ' sin' s

In the present approximation 8D, the increase in the depth due to the Coulomb repulsion inside the
potential well, is connected with P, by

~$8 ~$8 ~ ps ~ ps ga
P.+ &D+ P.'+ P.BD+, (~D)'=0

BP, BD 2BP,' BP,BD 2BD'

so that sufficiently accurately

p'z[ln 2z+0.577216—Ci(2z)]
8D=

rp(z —sin z cos z)

B'y, /BP. ' B'y, /BP, BD B'y, /BD' By,
f=1+ P, — P. —, P.

2By, /BP, By,/BD 2 (By./BD) ' BP,

so that

f= 1+P,p/ii„ (11.3)

where

P, e'
p Mc' &

l 0.223

hc (E'+D~ [(2'+D)/Mev]'

Ipp/2 ~PD
+

C+ln 2z —Ci(2z) z —sin z cos z

C+ In 2z —Ci(2z)—~DD
2(z —sin z cos z)'

(11.4)

Some numerical values of p and of the coefFicient of p /ro in the first-order approximation for BD are
given in Table XVI. The experimental values for nonvelocity dependent potentials lie close to s = 1.4.
The depth of the well is in this case 10.5 Mev so that P,/ii, =0.069 for low proton energies and is
smaller than this at the higher energies. Hence f= 1 —0.069&(0.029=0.9980. The second-order cor-
rection is thus —0.2 percent of the erst-order correction. This extreme smallness of the second-order
effect should not be interpreted as an indication of a similar ratio of third- and second-order terms in
the series for bD because the three terms in Ipp, IpD, IDD approximately cancel each other. The three
contributions for a= 1.2 are —0.2577+0.3939—0.1596= —0.023. Even though the third-order correc-
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TABLE XVI. Values of zI ln Zz+0.577Z ~ ~ —Ci(Zz) j(z—sin z cos z) ' and of 6.

z= 1.0
1n 2z+0.5772 —Ci(2z)

z
z —sin z cos z

e = —0.019

1.566
—0.021

1.2
1.580

—0.023

1.3
1.596

—0.026

1.613
—0.029

1.5
1.633

—0.031

1.6
1.655

—0.034

1.679
—0.038

tion cannot be expected to be as small as 0.002 of the second there is no reason to expect it to be
more than (0.02}'=0.0004 of the first-order eRect. The solution as used above can be thus expected
to be good enough.

It will be noted that the first-order effect varies slowly with s. Since s itself varies slowly with E
it also changes slowly with proton energy. As a good approximation, therefore, a range of force which
fits experiment if the Coulomb effect is neglected inside the potential well fits it also if this effect is
assumed to be present. The main change due to the Coulomb potential inside the potential hole is
nearly a constant increase in the depth of the hole for a fixed range of force, energy and phase shift.

The accuracy of Eqs. (11.2), (11.3) and (11.4) for the computation of the correction to the depth
of the square well due to the introduction of the Coulomb interaction inside of it has been tested
using the third-order correction for the effect of the interaction on the wave function. Analogously
to the formulas preceding Eq. (11.2) one obtains by the method of Eqs. (9.1) an expansion for y,
the first three terms of which give

where

(rdQ) P,LC+In 2s —Ci(2s)]
=rogq =s cot sj

igdr& „ 2K, sin

p, 's p 3

Ipp+ Ippp,
4g 2 sin g 4g, 3 sin

(11.5)

g

Ipee= [C+In 2s —C~(2s)](Iep/sin' s)ds.
0

(11.6)

Here s is the internal phase defined in Eq. (11),P, is defined in Eq. (11.11), x, in Eq. (11.12), Iee in
Eq. (11.13). The expansion in Eq. (11.5) is seen to be in powers of P,/x, . It converges rapidly for
radii e'/mc' in the energy range tried. The last term is slightly less than 0.0001 up to 2600 kev and
can be neglected in most applications. The term in Ipp is more important and is —0.002.

According to Eq. (11.2) a square well of depth
D'=D+bD with Coulomb interaction acting
inside of it gives nearly the same rdQ//dr as a
square well of depth D without the Coulomb
interaction inside of it. For the latter rd tt/ttdr
can be evaluated as s cot s using s as in Eq. (11).
At the same time rdQ//dr for D' with Coulomb
potential can be computed using the more
accurate method of Eq. (11.5). With D= 10.500
Mev and ro e'/mc' the tw——o ways of computing
rdg/ /dr agree to within 0.0001 for E= 200 kev
and 0.0002 for X=2600 kev. This accuracy is
higher than any present requirement. Eq. (11.2)
may be, therefore, considered as being sufficiently
accurate for the calculation of the depth of a
square well taking account of the Coulomb
interaction down to r =0.

The value of bD depends slightly on the proton
energy. For D = 10.500 Mev one finds 8D =0.826,
0.830, 0.834 Mev for X=200, 1400, 2600 kev,
respectively. The variation in D'= D+ bD = 11.33
Mev is less than 0.1 percent in the above range
of energies. For most purposes, therefore, one
can first calculate without taking into account
the Coulomb interaction inside the well and then
increasing the depth by the same amount bD
throughout the present energy range.

The accuracy of this procedure has been tested
directly as well. The phase shift was computed
for ro ——e'/mc' D=10.500 Mev and with no
Coulomb potential inside r0. It was then also
computed for ro e'/mc', D'= 11.3302 Me—v—, and
with the Coulomb potential taken into account
by means of Eq. (11.5). The value of Eo for D'
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1.7
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C+ LN 2z —Ci(2z)
SIN Z

1.027
1.043
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1.118
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1.197
1.247
1,307
1.378
1.463
1.564
1.687
1.836
2.020
2.251
2.545

SIN Z

0.1517
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.3188
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.5146
.6136
.7081
.7943
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.9285
.9711
.9950
.9991
.9834
.9484
.8955
.8268

0.021
.042
.072
.114
.171
.244
.335
.447
.583
.745
.937

1.162
1.426
1.733
2.091
2.511
3.004

0.0022
.0053
.0112
.0212
.0368
.0602
.094
.142
.207
.296
.415
.574
.783

1.061

minus its value for D varies slightly with energy
changing from 0.02' at X=200 kev to 0.06' at
X=2600 kev. This change is invisible on the
graphs for Xp against Z.

It is useful to have the numerical values of
the functions of s that occur in the expansion
of rdQ//dr in Eq. (11.5). The necessary quan-
tities are given in Table XVII.

3. Adjustment of range and values of interaction
constants obtained from experiment

A "square well" potential of depth D= 10.5
Mev (no Coulomb repulsion inside well) and
radius e'/'mc' gives values of the phase shift
which agree approximately with experiment.
The comparison is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In the
first of these there are three curves for radius
e'/mc2 and another set for a radius 1.25 e'/mc'.
In the second of these figures graphs for a radius
0.75 e2/mc' are used instead of for the radius 1.25
e /mc'. In both cases experiment is seen to favor
the range e'/mc' in preference to the other two.
The measurements of HKPP speak for a range
slightly smaller than e'/mc' indicating perhaps
0.95 e'/mc' as the better value. Combined with
experiments of HHT a better average fit is
obtained for a slightly larger range. The graphs
show that the range 0.75 e'/mc' is too small and
the range 1.25 e'/mc' is too large if it is desired
to represent the data as a whole. It is seen from

TABLE XVII. Table of quantities for computation of
lof.arithmic derivative of wave function for square well and
Coulomb potential by means of Eq. (11.5). The second column
gives the coegcient of P,/Z~, in Eq. (11.5). The last two
columns have been computed with Simpson's rule at intervals
of 0.1in z.
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Frc. 6. Comparison of experimental and calculated phase
shift for square wells of radii e'/mc' and 1.25 e'imc'.
Circles represent observations of HKPP, upright crosses
those of HHT. The depth of well is given in Mev. Coulomb
interaction is supposed to take place outside the well only.

Figs. 6 and 7 that through the region 700—2400
kev a change of depth with fixed range produces
a displacement of the curve by approximately a
fixed amount. On the other hand, a change of
range produces in addition a rotation. These
relationships are only approximate but are help-
ful in forming an opinion regarding the range and
depth of potential indicated by experiment. They
are also true for the Gauss error potential which
gives nearly the same shape of the (Xo, E) curve
as the square well. The same percentage change
in the range produces approximately the same
amount of turning for the two types of potential.
This relationship is true also for other potentials
as long as the main part of the interaction occurs
within a small distance. The effects of changes in
depth and range are seen more clearly using a
plot of (!I/Co') tan I!.0 against Z. Such plots are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 the ranges for which
correspond to Figs. 6, 7. The quantity plotted is
chosen so as to give approximately horizontal
curves through the present energy range as well
as the region below 600 kev. The crowding of
curves which occurs at low energies for the graphs
of Xp against Z is seen to be absent for the plots
of (g/Co') tan ZD. With either type of graph it
is possible to adjust the two constants in the
Gauss error type of potential so as to make Ep
have the desired values at two energies.

In view of the possibility of cumulative errors
in the numerical integrations the range was ad-
justed also by means of formulas. This enables
the calculation of corrections to A and n by
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Fio. /. Comparison of experimental and calculated phase
shift for square wells of radii e /rgb and 0,7$ e2/tgc2. Nota-
tion and conventions are the same as for Fig. 6.

numerical integrations for values of these con-
stants determined by rough inspection of the
graphs. Several procedures have been found
useful. In the first the range was fixed arbitrarily
and the depth was determined at several energies
so as to give the desired phase shift. If the range
is too great the depth increases with energy.
For small changes ba, 8A of depth and range
the phase shift remains unchanged if

g'e *'dx

The integrals in this formula having been de-
termined by numerical integration at two or
more energies, one knows the ratio of the per-
centage changes which must be made at two
energies in order that the phase shift be un-

changed. Hence one can determine the value of
bo. which is needed for obtaining the same A at
the two energies. Roughly the same results can
be obtained by noting how rapidly 8A/A de-
creases with an increase in n and extrapolating
to 0. It is helpful to note tha. t 8A/A varies
approximately linearly with energy. This crudest
method will be called the "percentage method. "
A third way involving numerical integrations for
only one set of A and n is to use the approximate
linear equations

(r8$) 8 (r8$&
an

&&8r), 8n E&8r)

8 r8$$

8A EQdr)

(r8$) i 8 (r8$$

($8ri, 8n ($8ri
8 (r8$$

+
8A &$8r)

8 (r8$) xA
x'e-"5'dx (12 3)

8n ($8r) ng' 0

8 (r8$$

8A ($8r)
e-"Q'dx, (12.4)

ng 0

and sufEixes 1, 2 denote values of derivatives and
changes for energies E», E2 at which the adjust-
ment is to be made. Evaluating the coefficients
on the right side of (12.1), (12.2) by means of
(12.3), (12.4) and computing the left sides by
using the relation between Ko and r8$/$8r, one
obtains 5a and 8A.

Applying Eq. (12) to numerical integrations
made for a = 18, A =42.8 and requiring a fit with
the square well ro ——e'/'mc' at A=200 kev and
8=2000 kev one obtains o.=20.6, A =48.6. The
percentage method indicates using numerical
integrations for 0.=16 and +=18 at 200, 800,
1400, 2600 kev that one must take e & 18 in order
to obtain a fit with the square well for any pair
of these voltages and .that the approximate
value of 0. is 20.

A set of accurate numerical integrations was
made for +=20, 2=47.17. The Gauss error
potential was broken off at the distance 3 e'/me'
and the joining of internal to external wave
functions was made at this distance. As expected
this range is slightly too great (ro is too small) to
fit the square well and is, therefore, definitely too
great to fit experiment. The comparison is shown
in Table XVIII.

The last figure is uncertain in this table but
it is seen that 0.=20 is too small. In the range
800—2600 kev the phase shift curve for this po-
tential is turned by roughly the same amount
under the curve for D=10.5, ro e'/me' as the-—
experimental curve is turned above it.

From the accurate integrations for A =47.17,
o.= 20 the values of A, 0. needed to fit the square
well D = 10.500, ro = e'/mc' at 1400 kev and 2600
kev are found by means of Eqs. (12.1) and (12.2)
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Fio. 8. Effect of. change of range for square wells as
shown by (q/C0') tan E'0 for the radii e'/mc' and 1.25
e'/@ac' with depths in Mev. Note that change of range
turns a curve and change of depth moves it up and down.
These graphs are useful for interpolation eliminating the
need for Coulomb functions at too many energies. The low
energy point lies decidedly off the curve r0 = 1.00, D = 10.500
Mev when plotted in this way.

to be A =51.55, n =21.70. By fitting the square
well at 800 and 2600 kev one similarly finds
A =51.76, 0.=21.78 and fitting it at 200 kev and
1400 kev one obtains A =51.85, a=21.83. It is
seen that in the present energy region nearly
constant values of A and o. are needed to give
results equivalent to a square well.

The sensitivity of the value of o. to changes in

Xo can be computed using Eqs. (12.1) and (12.2)
together with the relation of rBQ/$8r to Kp. One
obtains in this way the values in Table XIX. In
this table the first row is labeled Z~, E2 and gives
the values of the energies at which the adjustment
of range is made. In the second row are listed
the changes made in Xo at the energies E~, E2.
Here the entry (0, 0.4') means that no change is
made at the lower energy and that the phase
shift is changed by 0.4' at the higher energy.
The third row gives the resultant change in u,
denoted by bo.. The last row gives the resultant cx,

which is obtained by adding 6n to the value of n
which corresponds to the pair E~, E2 and fitting
the Gauss error potential to the square well of
radius ro e'/mc' and de——pth D = 10.500 Mev. The
lowest n obtained in Table XIX is 19.8. To make
the value so low it was necessary to raise the
phase shift by 0.4' at 800 kev from the value
obtained for ro ——e'/mc', D=10.500 Mev. Such
an adjustment of range appears to be decidedly
too low for n, since at 800 kev the 776 kev, 867
kev and 860 kev-experimental points lie prac-
tically on the curve for ro=e'/mc', a=10.500
Mev and since at 1830 kev, 2105 kev and 2392
kev the experimental points lie decidedly above

.20
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FIG. 9. Effect of change of range for square wells as shown
by (q/C02) tan E0 for the radii e'/nzc2 and 0.75 e2/mc2

this curve. It should be noted, on the other hand,
that at 670 kev the experimental phase shift
lies above the value expected for ro e'/m——c',
D = 10.500 Mev so that the correction of n
towards smaller values appears to be called for
from this point of view. It is probable, however,
that such a correction is better represented by
the last column in Table XIX where the phase
shift is increased by 0.4' at 800 as well as 2400
kev. This adjustment requires according to the
above calculation o.= 21.59, A =51.44.

These values of A and n are in good agreement
with the two ends of the experimental curve
giving a good fit at 670 kev as well as at 1830,
2105 and 2392 kev. At intermediate voltages,
however, the experimental phase shifts are con-
sistently lower than the calculated, the larger
deviations occurring at 1200 and 1390 kev where
they are about 0.5'. The comparison of this curve
with experiment is shown in Fig. 10. The theo-
retical curve is seen to be slightly bulged at
intermediate voltages. The same tendency is
noticed also for square wells with ro e'/mc', ——
D = 10.500 and 10.520 Mev. It appears premature
to conclude that these small deviations indicate
an impossibility of representing the interaction
by fixed potentials of the types discussed. It is
remarkable, nevertheless, that the experimental
points fall very beautifully on a smooth curve so
that there appears to be some justification for
requiring a better fit than has been attempted.

A better judgment regarding the validity of
such conclusions can be obtained also from a
direct comparison of observed and expected
scattering shown in Fig. 11.This figure is to be
compared with Fig. 8 of the paper of HKPP. In
both of these figures the observed number of
counts per microcoulomb is plotted against
energy for fixed scattering angle. In Fig. 11 of
the present paper the averages of the experi-
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mental observations are plotted as circles from
Table I of HKPP instead of results of different
runs. Fig. 11 gives, therefore, an optimistic
picture of the data since it does not show the
scattering due to the errors in individual runs
shown in Fig. 8 of HKPP. The observations of
HHT have been reduced to what they would be
in the apparatus of HKPP and are plotted as
upright crosses. The diagonal crosses show the
scattering that would be expected for a pure s
anomaly with mean values of the phase shift
obtained in Tables XI, XII from the experi-
mental data. Such values ar'e referred to here as
"empirical. "The empirical phase shift for Fig. 11
was obtained by plotting the experimental
values of Zo against E as in Fig. 10. There are
shown besides in Fig. 11. three sets of theoretical
curves. In order to avoid complicating the figure
the empirical phase shift curve is not drawn.
The full curves are for a square well with
ro e'/mc', ——D = 10.500 Mev. The curve with
short dashes is for a square well with ro ——1.25
e'/mc', D =6.34522 Mev and the curve with long
dashes is for the Gauss error potential n =21.59,
A =51.44. The conclusions arrived at in the
comparison of computed and observed phase
shift in Figs. 6, 7 and 10 are seen to be supported
by Fig. 11. The comparison of Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the use of a mean of the curves
for 0+=45', 40', 35' and 30' and is somewhat
more consistent in its indications concerning
range than either of these curves. It is, never-
theless, seen also in the comparison with scatter-
ing that the range 1.25 e2/mc' for a square well
is decidedly too wide. The curves corresponding
to it either cut across the region covered by ex-
perimental points or else they fit experiment at
the lower energies but deviate from it markedly
at the high energy end. The observations of HHT
are seen to speak against the interpretation by
ro= e'/mc', D = 10.500 Mev and to favor rather
ro 1.25 e'/mc', D = 6.3452——2 Mev or else cx =21.59,
A =51.44. It is interesting to note that this indi-

TABLE XVIII. Comparison of phase shift obtained for
Galss error potential 47.17e ""'with square well D =10.500,
r 0 ——e'/mc'.

B= 200 800 1400 2000 2600 kev
Zp(D =10.5 Mev) = 6.78' 27.90' 39 PQ' 45 1P' 48.62o

Kp(A =47.17, n =20) = 6.80 27.83 38.77 44.71 48.16
Difference = —0.02' Q.Q7' 0.23' 0,39' 0.46'

TABLE XIX. Sensitivity of range to changes in phase shift.

(B1, B2) = (1400,2600) (800,2600) (800,2600) (800,2600 kev)
(B&Kp, 82Kp) =(0, 0.4') (0.4, 0) (0, 04 ) (04 04 )

Ba = 2.7 —2.0 1.8 —0.2
ct =24.4 19.8 23.6 21.6

cation is particularly marked for 0=30'. For
this angle the scattering as a function of the
energy should have a minimum at about 600 kev
while the points of HHT lie too high and indicate
that the minimum is at a lower energy. Inasmuch
as the agreement of HHT and HKPP at 0~ =25'
is not as good as desirable and inasmuch as the
agreement of the points of HHT with ro e'/mc'——,
D=10.500 Mev is fair at this angle a final con-
clusion regarding this question appears to be
premature. At 0=20' and 15', the expected
scattering is nearly independent of the potential
assumed, the difference being too small in most
of the region to show on the scale used. These
curves have been drawn for ro =e'Imc', D = 10.500
Mev. For O&=15' the experimental points are
consistently above the theoretical curve indi-
cating the presence of geometrical corrections.
This point has already been discussed in connec-
tion with Table XI.

The adjustments for range that have been
considered do not take into account the finer
features of the experimental phase shift-energy
curve. The three energies investigated in Wash-
ington when taken by themselves would give a
definitely longer range than the phase shift
curve taken as a whole. Similarly, the high energy
part corresponds to a shorter range than the
average values arrived at. It may be hoped that
further experimental work will show whether
such finer deviations of phase shift from theory
are real. It appears that they indicate a possi-
bility of inferring the shape of the potential as
well as the range and that it may be possible to
obtain from them information concerning a
possible velocity dependence of the forces such
as has been first proposed by Wheeler.

It is probable that the information concerning
fits with phase shift curves corresponding to the
simple potentials of fixed magnitude can be ob-
tained by extending the experiments to higher
as well as to lower energies. The possibilities for
this will be discussed in the last section of the
paper.
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4. Comparison of the proton-proton and proton-
neutron interactions

The comparison of the proton-proton and
proton-neutron interactions made by BCP and
by BS'4 indicated that in the 'S state the proton-
neutron attraction is slightly greater than the
corresponding quantity for two protons. The
experimental situation has improved consider-
ably since then. The two types of scattering are
known better and scattering experiments on
neutrons in ortho- and parahydrogen indicate
according to Teller and Schwinger and Teller"
that the 'S level of the deuteron must be virtual.
The newer values support the previous view
regarding the relative magnitude of the two
interactions. In Table XX the comparison is
shown for square wells.

The value 68.8X10 "cm' corresponds to one
of the possibilities in Table I of BS and has been
used here so as to make it unnecessary to go into
the effect of range. According to Carroll and
Dunning 65.9X10 " cm' is the probable lower
limit for o.~~ and according to Cohen and Gold-
smith the probable value of 0~~ is (80&8) X10 "
cm'. There appears to be no doubt, therefore,
that for the square well potential the proton-
neutron attraction should be taken as the
stronger. It should be noted that this conclusion
is not sensitive to the range assumed as is seen
in Table I of BS. It is also quite insensitive
to the value used for the binding energy of
the deuteron because with E= —2.17 Mev,
12~a3' ——12.9X10—'4 cm' which is relatively small
compared with 0&q [See Eq. (8)$. Since a32 is
approximately proportional to 1/Z3 even a ten
percent change in Z3 is of no importance as is
seen from Table XX.

In Table XXI a similar comparison is made
for the Gauss error potential. For this table the
value of 12zag was redetermined using the
Gauss error potential for the 'S state. Since
12xa32 need not be known very accurately the
value a=20 was used. This gives A('S)=85.5
and 12ma3' ——12.6X10 "cm' The difference be-
tween this and the corresponding value for the
square well is seen to be practically immaterial.

According to Table XXI the relative values of

E. Teller, Phys. Rev. 49, 420 (1936); J, Schwinger
and E. Teller, Phys. Rev. 52, 286 (1937),
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FIG, 10. The Gauss error potential with A =51.44,
a=21.59 compared with experiment and the square well
potential r0 ——e'jmc', a=10.500 Mev. The eEect of in-
creasing the depth of the square well by 0.02 Mev is shown
by the diagonal crosses. Circles give observations of HKPP,
upright crosses those of HHT.

5. Possibilities at low and high energies and
higher phase shifts

In Fig. 12 are shown graphs of. a quantity
proportional to the expected scattering in the
region 200—600 kev. The quantity plotted is
4(c/s)ORB/8'M„. By means of Eq. (3.4) one can
obtain from it the number of counts per micro-
coulomb per mm oil pressure in the standard
design of apparatus. The graphs are plotted for

TABLE XX. Comparison of proton-proton and proton-
neutron i nteracti ons for the square melt potential.

01~ IN

10 '4 cM'

80
68.8
52

D~v
IN MEV

11.75
11,65
11,4

IN MEV

11.35 &0.03

the proton-proton and proton-neutron interac-
tions are much the same for the Gauss error
potential as for the square well. It appears,
therefore, very probable that as long as the po-
tentials are assumed to have fixed magnitude
and the same range for the 'S and 'S interactions
the proton-neutron potential should be taken as
having a value roughly three percent higher than
the proton-proton potential. The last row in
Table XX shows that in order that this conclu-
sion be materially affected by a change in the 'S
scattering cross section it is necessary to increase
127l g3 by roughly 30X 10 cm. i.e. , by more
than twice the value expected on the simple
views used here.
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TABLE XXI. Comparison of proton-proton and proton-
neutron potentials for the Gauss error interaction.

0gA, IN
10 24 cM'

80
80
65.9

20
22

'20

48.9
54.0
48.3

47.2
52.4
47.2

the square well potentials D = 10.500 Mev,
yo=s/mg and D=196905 Mev, y0=3s/4m'
The scattering expected for these potentials at
about 2200 kev is the same. Either of them may
be looked at as representing satisfactorily the
high end of the experimental region that has been
investigated. It is seen from the figure that rela-
tively large differences can be expected at about
500 kev as well as around 350 kev at scattering
angles near 45'. The curves for the two ranges
intersect in the vicinity of 400 kev and thus for
each scattering angle there is an energy region
insensitive to the range of force. At 300 kev for
45' scattering one expects a relative difference
between 25 percent and 20 percent for the
shorter and longer range of force. At 450 kev the
condition is even more favorable the scattering
for the shorter range being roughly -,'of that for
the longer. The steepness of the curves at 250 kev
and lower energies presumably introduces diffi-

culties on account of the necessity of having an
accurately defined energy of the incident protons.
From this point of view measurements at 500
and 600 kev are more practical.

The first set of measurements published by
Tuve, Heydenburg and Hafstad includes a point
at 600 kev. Relatively good agreement was ob-
tained with the expected angular distribution as
is seen in Fig. 6 of BCP. The value of Xo so
obtained was fixed at the time between 21' and
22'. Even the higher of these values would speak
for a shorter range than e'/mc' for a square well

as is seen in Figs. 6 and 7. It partly balances
the new point of HHT at 670 kev which indicates
a longer range. It will doubtless be of value to
have more observations in this region. The
counting difficulties at 45' caused by the low

proton energy can be avoided by making meas-
urements at smaller scattering angles. Measure-
ments at 300 kev will have the obvious additional
value of extending the phase shift curve over a
wider energy region. The observations of Haf-
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stad, Heydenburg and Tuve made in this region
with a point counter were intended as a test of
the attractive nature of the force and are hardly
quantitative enough for the determination of the
range of force. A comparison of the values ob-
tained by Heydenburg, Hafstad and Tuve for
the ratio of scattering at 45' to that at 25' is
shown in Fig. 13. The values are obtained from
their Table II. The high sensitivity of scattering
to energy apparent in Fig. 12 must have intro-
duced errors into these measurements in addition
to those due to difficulties with the point counter.
Only the point at 335 kev falls appreciably off

8 .8 1.0 14 14 1.6 1.8 2.0 ?2 2.4
Mev

FiG. 11.Comparison of expected and observed scattering.
This figure is to be compared with Fig. 8 of HKPP.
Averages of their observations are plotted as circles. For
scattering at 15' the observations are plotted as double
circles. The upright crosses represent observations of HHT
reduced to the scale of the apparatus of Herb et al. The
diagonal crosses, designated as "empirical" are computed
using the "mean X0" of Tables XI, XII interpolating
graphically for Xo, and assuming a pure s scattering
anomaly. All the curves are theoretical assuming a pure
s scattering anomaly. Note the definite e8ect of a 25 percent
change in the range of force and the too high scattering
expected for the Gauss potential (2=51.44, a=21.59)
around 1400 kev. The latter shows that the data contain
more information than just about the range of force and
depth of the interaction potential.
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the theoretical curves. The points appear to
favor even a shorter range than e'/mc2 for a
square well but such a conclusion from this
energy region should obviously be postponed
until more complete information is available.

In Fig. 14 are shown graphs for the scattering
expected with the potentials D=i0.500 Mev,
ro e'/mc——'and D=46 78 M. ev, ro=e'/2mc' on the
assumption of pure s scattering. The curves are
drawn for 0=15', 25', 35', 45' and cover the
energy range up to nine Mev. It is striking that
the small angle scattering shows at the higher
energies pronounced effects of range. This is to
be expected since the scattering anomaly is
spherically symmetric in the center of gravity
system and since it becomes more important at
high energies than the Coulomb scattering. To
some extent this is a disadvantage because a
check on the absolute values using small angle
scattering becomes more difficult. Measurements
in which the technique is tested around two Mev
would be very valuable.

The high energy region is expected to yield
valuable inFormation regarding higher phase
shifts. The initial effect per —1' for E» is given
in Table XXII. The effect of E» is known to be
simply additive to that of Eo as is seen e.g. , in

Eq. (6.6) of BCP. The first row for each energy
in the table gives the rate of change of the
contribution to the ratio to Mott with respect to
E» which is expressed in degrees. This rate of
change is computed for very small E» and the
effect tabulated is, therefore, the initial effect
when E» just begins to make itself felt. In the
second row for each energy the value in the first
row is expressed as a percentage effect in the
value expected for s scattering alone. The
Mott ratio used in the denominator is that for
D=10.500 Mev, ro ——e'inc' except for 1.83 Mev
where the experimental values were used. For
negative E», i.e., repulsive interaction, the effect
of E» increases and remains positive as E» in-
creases. For positive E», on the other hand, the
initial effect of E» is negative, but as E» increases
the effect becomes zero and then positive. This
is analogous to the very small 45' scattering
which is found at about 400 kev and represents,
a contest between the interference effect with the
Coulomb scattering and the direct effect .of
the scattering anomaly represented by the term

250

200

150

ioo

50

I I c

$0 ' 200 250 . 300 '.350 400 450 500 550 600
ENERGY IN 'Kev

FrG. 12. The low energy region. The curves show how
additional information may be obtained. by observations
at low energies. The quantity plotted may be used to-
gether with Eq, (3.4) to obtain proton counts per micro-
coulomb of incident protons.

&Pay
—'&&' sin' X~ in Eq. (6.6) of BCP. One ex-

pects, therefore, a qualitative difference in the
behavior for repulsive and attractive p waves
which should show itself for rather small values
of E». Thus at 2400 kev for 0~=20' one expects
the compensation to occur at E» 10' and at
0=30' for E» 5'. At eight Mev the compen-
sation is expected to occur for 0+=20' at E» 5'
and for 0=30' at E» 3'. If the interaction is
attractive it may therefore be missed at some
angles. It does not seem probable that such com-
pensations have already occurred using the some-
what old fashioned types of theory with exchange
forces. But this possibility, nevertheless, exists
and should be pointed out particularly since a
form of mesotron theory has been proposed by
Bethe" in which the direct contribution of the

p wave anomaly is much larger than with ex.-

change forces. This comes about on account of a
strong dependence of the phase shift on the
coupling between spin and orbital momentum,
the phase shift being positive for '2'» and negative
for I 0 and I 2.

The value of E» expected for potentials in-
volving no spin-spin interactions can be obtained
by substitution into formulas which express the

"H. A. Bethe, Fifth Washington conference on Theo-
retical Physics.
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FIG. 13. Comparison with point counter experiment of
Hafstad, Heydenburg and Tuve. Quantity plotted against
energy is ratio of counts at 45' to that at 25' as given in
their Table II. Note misprint in table assigning at 640 kev
S45'/S20'=0. 038 to S45'jS25'. The figure shows the possi-
bility of using ratios of scattering at two angles for ob-
taining information about the range of force.

requirement of smooth joining of internal and
external functions. For small phase shifts and
for small eFfects on the wave function one can
use Taylor's approximation" which in the present
notation is

&~ —=—"(~/E') 6"c/~.

For the potential Ae "' this gives

[g ( ( E' ) (21+»&2

mc' &mc')

z'~ 1 3 2I +1
2 . . . ~-(2I+8) /2

222 2

and where the Coulomb function power series
C~ is approximated by unity and the unit of
length is 5/(3IIm)**c. For A =38, n=16 calcula-
tions for 2400 kev using numerical integration
and joining of wave functions gave +0.47' for
an attractive potential and —0.33' for a repul-
sive one. The above approximation gives
~E&~ =0.41' which is just about: the mean of the
two values computed by numerical integration.
The value of Ei is sensitive to the extension of
the potential towards the larger distances. Thus
using a repulsive square mell potential of absolute
value 10.4 Mev through a distance e'/mc' one

"H. M. Taylor, Proc. Roy. Soc. A134, 103 I', 1931).

obtains Xi= —0.15'. This value of Ej is roughly
—,
' of the value for the Gauss error potential while
they give about the same phase shift for the s
wave. For the potential B exp (—2r/f&) used by
Rarita and Present, Taylor's approximation is

Kz, = (B/mc') Cg'(E'/mc') "~+»»

X(2I.+2)!/(2/t) ",
the unit of length being again l&,/(Mm)'c. For
8=137 m@2, b=0.200 this approximation gives
~X~~ =0.54'. No attempt is made here to give
exact values for the expected Xi but it is intended
to bring out the sensitivity of this quantity to
the shape of the potential and the consequent
difficulty of assigning to it a de6nite value.

According to Feenberg one expects from satur-
ation inequalities the repulsive interaction in the
'I' state to be at least as great as (1/3) 72 mc'
e ""' which leads one to expect ~X&

~
)0.25' at

2400 kev. According to Table XXII one would
expect an eFfect of about four percent at 15' and
of about three percent at 20' for the total scatter-
ing. At 1830 kev the expected phase shift should
be about 0.63 of 0.25' or 0.16', One would expect
then 2.7 percent of total scattering at j.5' and

2.2 percent at 20' to be due to the P wave.
Table XI shows no consistent evidence of the
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FIG. 14. High energy region. Quantity plotted against
energy represents the number of counts per microcoulomb
per mm oil pressure that would be expected for the scatter-

'ing chamber of HKPP at energies up to nine Mev for an s
scattering anomaly. Note the pronounced etfect of the
range of force. Also the definite divergence of' the two
theoretical curves at 0=20' indicating the subordination
of Rutherford scattering to the scattering anomaly.
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presence of such an effect. There is no indication
of a systematic difference between 20' and 25'
scattering which could be considered to be
greater than the experimental error. On the other
hand, the percentage of scattering expected due
to the p wave at 25' should be about one-half of
that at 20'. The data at 15' recorded in Table XI
should be higher by a few percent than the
expected values for a pure s scattering anomaly.
There is thus no conclusive evidence from this
scattering angle. The average percentage of the
difference between observed and computed
values taken for 2400, 2105, 1830 kev is 0.5
percent at 20, 0.4 percent at 25', 0.1 percent
at 30', 0.2 percent at 35'. From these numbers
it appears surprising that the expected effect of

2 percent at 20' did not appear and it may be
that this should be taken as an indication against
the customary saturation arguments with ex-
change forces. The evidence is not strong enough,
however, to make a definite conclusion safe since
the variations of the percentage differences at
the separate energies are just about of the order
of magnitude of the expected effects and since
the expected eAect of ~X~I is sensitive to the
shape and range of the potential. For n=20 the
minimum ~Xq~ expected from saturation argu-
ments corresponds to a repulsive potential
(85/3)e ". "'. The effects expected for this po-
tential are 0.67 of those used above.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKs

It is seen from the above attempt to represent
the experimental material that the range of force
for the customary Gauss error type of potential
cannot be taken as large as has been customary.
The constant n in Ae "' cannot have the value
16 but must be taken to be about 21. This is
approximately the change tried by Rarita and
Present. In their work this change of range was
indicated by the binding energy of H'. Their
calculations with the potential Be '"'~ in which
a corresponding change of range was made give
a too low value for the mass of He4. Analogous
but less accurate calculations made by them
using the Gauss error potential give also a too
low value for this mass. They pointed out that
one cannot, therefore, fit the binding energies
of H' and He4 consistently using the simple

TABLE XXII.Percentage egect on scattering Per K1———1'.
Quantity tabulated is —100(b, g)1/(RAK1'. It rePresents the
sloPe of g00(5 (R)1/ N Plotted against —K1 zohichis exPressed
in degrees.

15 20o

—(6 (R)1/aK1 —— 0.15
Percentage = 17—(b, R) /aK& —— .18
Percentage = 16—(6 R) 1/AK1' =
Percentage =

—(d R) &/AK1'=
Percentage=

0.24
14

.27
11

.35
6.9

.49
45

25' 30' 35' B (MHv)

0.29 0.21 1.83
3 5 14% 1.83

~ 33 .24 2 4
25 10% 24
.42 .30 4

1.5 .6%
.60 .43 8

1.0 .4% 8

0.29
7.5
.33

5.5
.43

3.4
.61

2.2

exchange force theories. The degree to which this
diAiculty may be important has appeared in a
different light in the calculations of Margenau
and Warren and of Margenau and Tyrrell who
have encountered relatively smaller difficulties
in fitting the binding energy of H' with the
Gauss error potential with n=16. It is seen
from the above analysis that such a fit, interest-
ing as it is, cannot be made consistently with the
scattering experiments. It appears likely from
their results also that one will have difficulty in
fitting the mass defects of both H' and He4.

Particularly for the latter a too low energy is
expected. It is thus impossible to use fixed
interaction potentials of the types assumed in
these calculations. It may be that a solution of
the problem will be given by a development of
the mesotron theories of nuclear interactions.

It should be mentioned, however, that the
behavior of phase shift with energy is sensitive
to a velocity dependence of the potential. It has
been pointed out by Wheller that exchange forces
are special cases of a more general class of velocity
dependence. It is also obvious from relativistic
arguments that fixed exchange or ordinary
potentials can only be a first approximation. By
introducing a velocity dependence of the poten-
tial one can fit the experimental phase shift using
a longer range of force. The approximate depths
needed are seen in Table XXIII.

The table shows that one needs an approxi-
mately uniform increase of depth with energy
and that the amount is relatively small. The
adjustment is made so as to make the Gauss
error potentials give the same phase shifts as the
square well ro ——e'/mc', D=10.500 Mev. The
latter approximates the experimental phase shift
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curve from 800 to 2400 kev. The increase in

depth from 200 to 2600 kev is only 1.6 percent
for n = 16 and 0.7 percent for cx = 18.One can thus
try to interpret the results using a range of
2.25X10 " cm (a=16) but with a progressive
increase in depth of the well amounting to 1.6
percent per 1.2 Mev of the relative kinetic energy
of the two protons. The change 1.2 Mev in the
relative kinetic energy is 10 percent of the
kinetic energy which the two protons have inside
the potential well. The velocity dependence sug-
gested by the experiment is thus of the order of

1.6 percent
100 percent = 16 percent

10 percent

of the change in kinetic energy of relative motion.
The depth of the square well potential 11.3 Mev
would change on this basis to only roughly 9.5
Mev if the relative energy of the two protons is

' —10 Mev. If such a velocity dependence were
speculatively supposed to show itself also in the
'S interaction then it is imaginable that the
degree of binding in such a nucleus as He4 will

be seriously affected. The sign of the effect does
not appear to be immediately obvious since the
distribution of relative momenta of the particles
is important and this in turn depends on the
structure of the nucleus which follows from the
assumed interaction. The 'S interaction may,
however, be changing in a direction opposite to
that of 'S. A more careful analysis of this question
would be helpful. It is clear, however, that even
a relatively slow velocity dependence can affect
quite fundamentally the conclusions from the
binding energies of light nuclei.

If it is supposed that the 'S interaction depends
on velocity then the difference between the
proton-neutron and proton-proton interactions
becomes partly explicable. The relative kinetic
energy of the two protons is smaller when they
are close to each other on account of the Coulomb
repulsion. At the boundary of a square well of
radius e'/mc' the difference in relative kinetic
energy for a proton-neutron and a proton-
proton collision of low energy is 0.51 Mev. Inside
the square well the difference is larger on account

TABLE XXIII. Ve1ocity dependence needed to account for
the s phase shift.

B 200 800 1400 2000 2600 KEV a

A 36.8(7) 36,9(7) 37.1(8) 37.3(0) 37.4(5) 16
A 41.9(0) 41.9(7) 42.0(5) 42.1(3) 42.2 (0) 18

of the increase in Coulomb energy. As a rough
approximation one may estimate 0.83 Mev which
is the correction for square well depth due to the
Coulomb effect. The velocity dependence ob-
tained from n = 16 would lead one to expect then
a decrease of the interaction potential by 0.16
)&0.83 Mev=0. 13 Mev. The difference to be
accounted for is 0.4 Mev. The effect due to this
velocity dependence appears to be too small. It
may, nevertheless, be significant that it is of the
right order of magnitude and in the right direc-
tion. Interactions emphasizing the effect of short
distances would increase it.

The discrepancy between the scattering of
fast and slow neutrons may also be connected
with a velocity dependence of the forces of a
slowly progressive type. An increase in inter-
action depth with velocity would decrease the
scattering cross section for fast neutrons. At 2.8
Mev for incident neutrons the depth of the well
could be expected to be increased by 0.2 Mev
which would produce only a very small effect in
the right direction on the position of the 'S level
and hence on the scattering. The observed dif-
ference of ~17 percent needs presumably a dif-
ferent explanation along the lines of Schwinger's
use of (a&r)(enr) types of coupling. These terms
are now necessary in view of the experimentally
established quadrupole moment of the deuteron
and the proton-proton scattering experiments do
not appear as yet to throw much light on inter-
actions of this type on account of the pre-
dominance of the s wave anomaly.

The s wave anomaly is dissociated from the
other phase shifts. The interactions of the
(a &r) (e2r) type do not couple the 'S wave to other
types of waves. This is a fortunate circumstance
for the simplification of the analysis of experi-
mental material but it also has made it impossible
so far to relate the proton-proton experiments to
the noncentral nature of nuclear forces.
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With fixed interaction potentials it is possible
in theory to distinguish between wells of different
shapes. Shapes of potential wells having con-
siderable extension to larger distances give a
relatively small slope for the Xo, E curve at large
energies. The curves have as a result a bulge in

the central energy range (1400 kev) and cannot
be fitted to this range if they are made to agree
with experiment at 2400 kev and 800 kev. The
relatively good agreement of the square well

potential with experiment is presumably due,
from this point of view, to the fact that it has no
extensions to high energies. The mesotron type of
potential appears hopeful in this connection. It
will be reported on in another publication.

Summarizing the main results it has been
found that: (u) There is no consistent evidence for

P or d scattering above experimental error. The
absence of the p wave is surprising from the
point of view of Feenberg's lower limit for the 'I'

repulsion but the experimental error is too large
to make a definite conclusion safe. (b) The s
phase shift depends on the energy so rapidly as
to indicate a shorter range of force than has been
customary to use in calculations with the Gauss
error potential. This conclusion holds only if the
potential is independent of velocity. A velocity
dependence amounting to one-sixth of the change
in relative kinetic energy would bring the range
of force back to its old value. (c) The proton-
proton interaction determined from the experi-
ments is definitely smaller than the proton-
neutron interaction in the 'S state. The difference
is approximately the same as that obtained by
Breit, Condon and Present and by Breit and
Stehn using the older observations of Tuve,
Heydenburg and Hafstad. The difference is

roughly three percent of the whole. This con-
clusion, however, is subject to modification in

case the contribution due to 'S scattering to the

APPENDIX

Table of Coulomb functions. The taMe gives the quantities needed for Bcl. (7.8) of BCI'.

8 IN KEv Co*/Co Coco CoopCoo 4'o+/4'o 4oeo Co'p@o' 4 o@/4 o Coco CoopC om C o+/4 o 4'oeo
'

Coop4'oo

200
400
600
800

1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800

r
1.0227
1.0212
1.0193
1.0180
1.0164
1.0148
1.0133
1.0117
1.0100
1.0086
1.0068
1.0054
1.0037
1.0022

=0.5e~/mc'
0.9034 0.01957
.9148 .04215
.9212 .06158
.9247 .07865
.9269 .0940
.9282 .1081
.9288 .1211
.9290 .13335
.9288 .1448
.9282 .1557
.9275 .1661
.9265 .1759
.9255 .1853
.9242 .1944

r
1.0327
1.0292
1.0259
1.0221
1.0186
1.0150
1,0114
1.0080
1.0044
1.0007
0.9972

,9937
.9900
.9864

=0.75e'/mc'
0.8793 0.02997
.8946 .06453
.9017 .0940
.9053 .1199
.9065 .1431
.9063 .1642
.9051 .1837
.9031 .2017
.9007 .2187
.8978 .2347
.8945 .2497
.8909 .2640
.8871 .2777
.8831 .2907

1.0419
1.0356
1.0293
1.0231
1.0168
1.0105
1.0040
0.9979
.9914
.9850
.9787
.9724
.9659
.9595

r =e'/mc'
0.8606
.8786
.8855
.8872
~ 8861
.8829
.8787
.8732
.8672
.8606
.8534
.8459
.8381
.8299

0.0409
.0877
.1274
.1620
.1927
.2206
.2461
.2695
.2914
~ 3119
.3309
.3489
.3659
.3820

r = 1.25e'/mc'
1.0502 0.8452
1.0403 .8649
1.0307 .8702
1.0209 .8690
1.0111 .8641
1.0012 .8567
0.9914 .8478
.9814 .8376
.9714 .8267
.9614 .8151
.9513 .8030
.9413 .7904
.9312 .7777
.9210 .7646

0.0522
.1115
.1614
.2045
.2425
.2765
.3074
.3355
.3614
.3853
.4074
.4280
.4472
.4652

r = 1.5e'/mc' r =2e'/mc' r =2.5e'/mc' r =3e'/mc'

200 1.0578
400 1.0438
600 1.0298
800 1.0157

1000 1.0014
1200 0.9871
1400 .9728
1600 .9584
1800 .9440
2000 .9293
2200 .9146
2400 .8998
2600 .8849
2800 .8702

0.8323
.8522
.8547
.8493
.8392
.8265
.8117
.7958
.7786
.7613
.7433
.7251
.7065
.6879

0.0638
.1358
.1958
.2471
.2917
.3312
.3666
.3984
.4271
.4534
.4774
.4993
.5194
.5377

1.0702
1.0456
1.0207
0.9956
.9702
.9444
.9184
.8925
.8659
.8391
.8121
.7849
.7574
.7293

0.8113
.8283
.8212
.8032
.7796
.7526
.7237
.6933
.6626
.6313
.6004
.5692
.5386
.5085

0.0883
.1859
.2651
.3308
.3863
.4337
.4748
.5099
.5406
.5673
.5903
.6101
.6273
.6419

1.0796
1.0413
1.0023
0.9627
.9224
.8815
.8405
.7978
.7550
.7113
.6667
.6214
.5755
.5282

0.7942
.8034
.7817
.7468
.7058
.6613
.6156
.5698
.5240
.4792
.4355
.3928
.3518
.3123

0.1142
.2369
.3333
.4100
.4719
.5222
.5626
.5960
.6223
.6430
.6589
.6704
.6780
.6826

1.0858
1.0307
0.9742
.9166
.8575
.7970
.7352
.6714
.6066
.5396
.4712
.4007
.3280
.2520

0.7791
.7757
.7350
.6798
.6187
.5556
.4931
.4320
.3731
.3170
.2638
.2139
.1673
.1237

0.1412
.2881
.3984
.4817
.5444
.5917
.6259
.6504
.6661
.6748
.6774
.6752
.6688
.6585
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slow neutron scattering cross section is strongly
affected by the interaction of 'S with 'D as has
been pointed out by Schwinger. For a given
range the data determine the proton-proton
interaction probably to within better than 0.3
percent.

We would like to acknowledge our indebted-
ness to the two groups of experimenters for their
whole hearted cooperation and to Messrs. Share,
Hoisington and Kittel for occasional help. We are
especially indebted to Professor Herb and Dr.

Tuve for many discussions which have helped to
clarify the interpretation. Grateful acknowledg-
ment is made also of the financial assistance
received from the Wisconsin Alumni Research
Foundation, the Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington and the WPA project in natural sciences
at the University of Wisconsin.

Note in proof. —According to Lennart Simons t Phys.
Rev. SS, 792 (1939)g 0 „=14.8)&10 "cm' so that 0]y, =59
X10 24 cm2 and D „=11.5(2) Mev. This differs by only
1.5 percent from D„'=11.35 Mev. Potentials such as the
meson potential which are more concentrated at small r
may reduce this difference to zero.
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Refiectivities of Evaporated Metal Films in the Near and Far Ultraviolet
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The reflectivities of evaporated metal films from the visible to 450A have been determined for
the following metals: Aluminum, antimony, beryllium, bismuth, cadmium, chromium, copper,
gold, iron, lead, magnesium, manganese, molybdenum, nickel, palladium, platinum, silver,
tellurium, titanium, zinc and zirconium. Photographic methods were used. From the visible to
2400A, a quartz mercury arc with calibrated wire screens and a quartz prism spectrograph were
employed. From 2400A to 450A it was necessary to use a vacuum spectrograph with grating, a
discharge tube, and oiled photographic film. The accuracy of the work in the near ultraviolet is
of the order of three percent and in the far ultraviolet not better than five percent. Curves of
reflectivity against wave-length for these metals are included.

1. INTRODUCTION

HE purpose of this paper is to extend the
available information on the reHectivities of

evaporated metal films. Most previous work has
been confined to the determination of the re-
Hectivities of metals in bulk or of sputtered and
electrolytically deposited films. The reHectivities
reported here are those which would normally be
expected under ordinary laboratory conditions
where the mirrors are exposed to air. They do
not necessarily give the true reHectivity of the
metallic surfaces before contamination by vapors
and gases.

2. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The method of evaporation and the equipment
used are similar to that described by Williams

*Now at the Kodak Research Laboratories.

and Sabine. ' The metal to be evaporated was
placed in a conical helix of fifteen-mil tungsten
wire which could be heated by an electric current.
In some cases, it was found to be advantageous
to wrap two or three inches of the metal to be
evaporated, if it were obtainable in wire form,
around a short length of twenty-five-mil tungsten
wire. This proved to be particularly useful in
the case of metals which attack tungsten when
molten or which evaporate only at very high
temperatures.

The films were deposited on special scratch-
free plate glass which had been washed with a
strong solution of potassium hydroxide, then
with hydrochloric acid, and finally dried in
front of a fan with ethyl alcohol. Rubber gloves
were worn on the hands and the glass was held

' R. C. Williams and G. B. Sabine, Astrophys. J.77, 316
{1933).


